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FOREWORD

Development of nuclear fusion as a practical energy source could provide great
benefits. This fact has been widely recognized and fusion research has enjoyed a high
level of international co-operation. Since early in its history, the International Atomic
Energy Agency has actively promoted the international exchange of fusion information.

In this context, the IAEA responded in 1986 to calls at summit level for
expansion of international co-operation in fusion energy development. At the invitation
of the Director General there was a series of meetings in Vienna during 1987, at which
representatives of the world's four major fusion programmes developed a detailed
proposal for co-operation on the International Thermonuclear Experimental Reactor
(ITER) Conceptual Design Activities (CDA). The Director General then invited each
interested Party to co-operate in the CDA in accordance with the Terms of Reference
that had been worked out. All four Parties accepted this invitation.

The ITER CDA, under the auspices of the IAEA, began in April 1988 and were
successfully completed in December 1990. The information produced within the CDA
has been made available for the ITER Parties and IAEA Member States to use either in
their own programmes or as part of an international collaboration.

After completing the CDA, the ITER Parties entered into a series of
consultations on how ITER should proceed further, resulting in the signing of the ITER
EDA (Engineering Design Activities) Agreement on July 21, 1992 in Washington by
representatives of the four Parties. The Agreement entered into force upon signature of
the Parties, with the EDA conducted under the auspices of the IAEA.

As the original six-year EDA Agreement approached a successful conclusion,
the Parties entered into a series of consultations on how future steps could be taken
toward decisions on construction. A provisional understanding was reached that the
EDA Agreement should be extended by three years to enable the Parties to complete
their preparations for possible construction decisions. By the time of the expiration of
the original EDA Agreement, the EU, JA and RF Parties had agreed to extend the
Agreement while the US Party, complying with Congressional views, did not participate
beyond an orderly close out activity ending in September, 1999.

As part of its support of ITER, the IAEA is pleased to publish the documents
summarizing the results of the Engineering Design Activities.
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INTRODUCTION

No ITER Council Meetings were held in 1999. However, continuing the ITER EDA,
two important Meetings took place during the year. These were the ITER Meeting
(Cadarache, 10-11 March 1999) and the Programme Directors' Meeting (Grenoble, 28-
29 July 1999).

The delegations of all four ITER EDA Parties, headed by IC Members, took part in the
ITER Meeting, held at Cadarache. Those four Members of the ITER Council who are
at Fusion Programme Director level participated in the second Meeting.

Both Meetings were exclusively devoted to the ITER EDA and their agendas covered
all issues important for the ITER development. Because of the importance of the
decisions taken at these two meetings, this publication comprises their documents.

Together with the sixteen previous volumes in the ITER EDA Documentation Series,
on:

ITER EDA Agreement and Protocol 1 (DS/1)
Relevant Documents Initiating the EDA (DS/2)
ITER Council Proceedings: 1992 (DS/3)
ITER Council Proceedings: 1993 (DS/4)
ITER EDA Agreement and Protocol 2 (DS/5)
ITER Council Proceedings: 1994 (DS/6)
Technical Basis for the ITER Interim Design Report,

Cost Review and Safety Analysis (DS/7)
ITER Council Proceedings: 1995 (DS/8)
ITER Interim Design Report Package and Relevant Documents (DS/9)
ITER Interim Design Report Package Documents (DS/10)
ITER Council Proceedings: 1996 (DS/11)
ITER Council Proceedings: 1997 (DS/12)
Technical Basis for the ITER Detailed Design Report

Cost Review and Safety Analysis (DDR) (DS/13)
ITER Final Design Report, Cost Review and Safety Analysis (FDR) and

Relevant Documents (DS/14)
ITER Council Proceedings: 1998 (DS/15)
Technical Basis for the ITER Final Design Report, Cost Review and Safety

Analysis (FDR) (DS/16)

this volume represents essential information on the evolution of the ITER EDA.
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RECORD OF THE ITER MEETING
Cadarache, 10-11 March 1999

The Meeting accepted participation as attached (Attachment 1).

The Meeting Agenda was adopted (Attachment 2).

1.0 The Meeting took note of the Director's Status Report (Attachment 3); Delegations
expressed their gratitude to the Director and the members of the JCT for the efforts
made to re-organize the Joint Central Team under difficult circumstances.

1.1 The Meeting noted and shared the Director's expression of concern about the
impediments to normal operation arising from legal uncertainties and the pressing need
to re-establish the former efficient modes of joint JCT/HT activities.

2. The Meeting took note of the MAC Report and Advice (Attachment 4) and endorsed
the recommendations.

3. The Meeting accepted the Report from the Special Working Group on Task #2 Results
(Attachment 5) and endorsed its conclusions, expressing gratitude to the SWG
members and to the Co-Chairs.

4.1 The JA Delegation stated that the process to complete an arrangement concerning
continuation of the ITER activities is still ongoing and that the lack of resolution was
preventing proper implementation of the ITER activities. The EU and RF Delegations
reaffirmed willingness to co-operate with JA to seek a prompt resolution of this matter.

4.2 The Meeting took note of proposals from the US for its continued involvement in
specific aspects of ITER activities after July 1999 (Attachment 6). Delegations
accepted such proposed participation and expressed the desirability of this occurring
under the terms of a policy statement to be made by the US at the appropriate level.

4.3 Accordingly, the Meeting requested the Contact Persons to propose an appropriate
draft legal and procedural arrangement covering the fulfillment of current US
involvement in specific R&D tasks with a view to optimizing the benefits to the
project, and protecting the interests of all participants.

4.4 The Meeting supported the Director's proposals for continuation of the ITER physics
framework including US participation in the FTER Physics Expert Groups.

5.0 The Meeting appointed Prof. M. Fujiwara as TAC Chair and approved the TAC
Membership (Attachment 7).

5.1 Having noted reports and presentations from the Director and the TAC Chair on
Studies of the RTO/RC ITER design options (Attachments 8&9), the Meeting
endorsed the Director's proposal to use a JCT/Home Team Task Force to pursue
convergence of views as required by the Parties, with the objective of making available
to the Parties by the end of 1999 a report for review by TAC and subsequent
consideration and action by ITER Council on:
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1) key elements of a specific design consistent with the objectives set at EIC
in June 1998, following the guidelines arising from SWG Task #1;

2) a restricted number of design variants consistent with the same guidelines.

The Director will present a progress report to a PDs' meeting in July 1999. The CPs,
working with the Director, were asked to make proposals for an appropriate name for
the device to be proposed within the ITER co-operation.

6.0 The Meeting took note of presentations made by the EU and JA Delegations on
possible sequences toward construction decisions. Recognising the value of this
approach in focusing the preparations for the decision process and establishing a
realistic aid to decision planning, the Meeting asked the CPs to integrate the various
inputs into a tentative sequence of events for future use.

6.3 The Meeting reconstituted the Special Working Group established under Protocol 2
(SWG-P2), reconfirming its Charter (IC-9 ROD Attachment 2) as adapted to this
situation, and defined a new task within the Other Enabling Activities as provided for
in the Understandings for the extension of the ITER EDA Agreement, namely to
develop proposals and all necessary supporting information for the complete
realisation of ITER including key elements of a draft agreement for construction and
operation and associated draft implementing arrangements.

A report shall be submitted by the end of 1999 for consideration by the ITER Council
at its first meeting in 2000, with an interim report to the PDs' meeting in July.

The Meeting appointed Prof. K. Pinkau and Dr. H. Kishimoto as Co-Chairs of this
SWG. Other members of the Group will be designated by the Parties through the CPs
within a week's time, recognising the importance of involving a range of relevant
experts from each Party as required..

10. The Meeting adopted a Tentative Agenda for the next meeting which will be held in
Tokyo on January 19-20, 2000. (Attachment 10). The PDs' meeting will be held in
Garching on July 28, 1999. The SWG P2 meetings will be held in Tokyo within May
12-15 and in Garching on July 26-27,1999.

11.1 The Meeting approved MAC Further Tasks (Attachment 11). MAC
recommendations will be approved, if necessary, by written procedure among the
Delegations.

12. The Meeting approved this ROM, including the Communique (Attachment 12), and
the Minutes (not included).

13. The Meeting expressed appreciation to-the French CEA for providing very efficient
hosting arrangements and support, also to MAC, in a congenial environment.
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ROM 99-03-10
Attachment 1

LIST OF ATTENDEES
EU
Prof. J. Routti
Dr. U. Finzi

Prof. K. Pinkau
Prof. R. Toschi
Dr. E. Canobbio
Dr. D. Dautovich

JA
Mr. T. Imamura
Dr. M Yoshikawa

Mr. R Nakamura
Mr. S. Itakura
Dr. H. Kishimoto
Dr. T. Tsunematsu
Dr. S. Matsuda
Dr. H. Takatsu
Dr. Y. Miura

RF
Acad. E.P. Velikhov
Dr. Yu.A. Sokolov

Dr. K. Chernov
Dr. O.G. Filatov
Dr. L. Golubchikov
Dr. V. Korzhavin
Dr. A.N. Mostovets

US
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Dr. M. Roberts
Mr. W. Marton
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Dr. R. Aymar
Dr. Y. Shimomura
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Prof. M. Fujiwara
Dr. V. Vlasenkov

IAEA
Dr. D.D. Sood

IC Member
IC Member

Expert, SWG Co-Chair
Expert, FfTLEU
Expert, CPEU
Advisor

IC Member
IC Co-Chair, MAC Chair

Expert
Expert
Expert, SWG Co-Chair
Expert
Expert, HTLJA
Expert, CP Japan
Expert, MAC Secretary

IC Chair
IC Member

Expert
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Expert, CP RF
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Expert
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Expert, CP US, CPs' Chair.
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Director
Deputy to the Director
PCw/D

Expert, TAC Chair
IC Secretary

IAEA Representative
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ROM 99-03-10
Attachment 2

ITER MEETING
Cadarache, 10-11 March 1999

Meeting opening
Meeting arrangements and attendance
Remarks by Heads of Parties' Delegations
Adoption of the Agenda
L Status Report
2. MAC Report and Advice
3. SWG Report on Task #2 Results

3.1. Presentation by Co-Chairs
3.2. Discussion
3.3. Acceptance of SWG Report

4. ITER EDA Framework
4.1. Legal

4.1.1 Till July 1999
4.1.2 After July 1999

4.2 Implementation
4.3 Guidelines for Future Activities

5. Report on Studies of Reduced Technical Objectives/
Reduced Cost Options
5.0 Designation of TAC Chair and TAC Members
5.1 Director's Presentation and Proposal
5.2. TAC Report
5.3. Discussion
5.4 Guidance on Convergence

6. Other Enabling Activities
6.1. Inputs
6.2. Discussion
6.3. Organization of Work

7. CPs' Report
8. Other Business

8.1. Possible Interparliamentary Meetings
9. Next Meetings - Dates and Places

10. Agenda of the Next Meeting
11. Further Tasks

11.1. MAC
11.2. TAC
11.3. CPs

12. Approval of ROM and Communique
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ROM 99-03-10

ITER EDA STATUS REPORT Attachment 3

report by the Director

1 This note summarises progress made in the ITER Engineering Design
Activities in the period between the ITER Meeting in Yokohama (20-21
October 1998) and February 1999.

Overview
2 The throe main focusses of technical activity have been as follows:

• in Design work, the JCT and Home Teams have pursued efforts aimed
at establishing design options which meet the revised guidelines for
cost and performance targets (EIC ROD 3.1.a). Results of the work to
date were discussed at a point design meeeting in Garching at the end
of January. A report will be presented to TAC before submission to
ITER Council — "Study of Options for the Reduced Technical
Objectives/Reduced Cost ITER".

• in R&D, the JCT and Home Teams have worked to bring the
remaining projects to completion - in particular to complete the model
coils and prepare for their testing. Highlights from this work are
summarised below.

• the ITER Physics Basis document has undergone further review and
revision for publication in the journal Nuclear Fusion (June 99).

3 The project has worked against a backdrop dominated by the decision
by US Congress in the 1999 budget to suspend further funding on ITER and
the consequential withdrawal of US members from the JCT, close-out of the
San Diego Joint Work Site, and run-down or re-orientation of other aspects of
US participation in the ITER process.

4 Perceived needs for clarification of formal aspects of the project arising
from the US withdrawal of participation have also affected the
implementation of Work Plans not to mention the backlash on team spirit
and work efficiency. Legal/structural uncertainties have made it difficult to
maintain the connection and co-ordination of design — a trend which raises
concern for the future, given the importance converging, through joint
efforts, to consensus on parameter choices. It is absolutely critical for the
future of the project to re-establish the former patterns of joint design work
without delay.
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Joint Central Team and Support
5 The withdrawal of US members from the Joint Central Team was
completed over the period November/December 1998, with the exception of
one team member in San Diego and one in Garching, whose assignments
were extended for a few months (to February and March 1999 respectively)to
permit critical contributions to design studies and to complete major R&D.
One former US JCT member remains at Naka with VHTP status to assist the
completion of Model Coil projects.

6 In line with the conclusions of the three Parties' discussions noted in
Yokohama (Record of the ITER Meeting, 5.1), in November, the Director
proposed to the three Parties a redistribution of their JCT members between
the Garching and Naka Joint Work Site, and requested the Parties to take the
necessary actions to effect the transfers as soon as practicable, after completion
of a Point Design Review meeting in the last week of January 1999.

7 The Parties, with the co-operation of JCT members concerned, have
made considerable progress towards meeting the goal of a prompt, and
coherent re-settlement of the staff from San Diego. At the time of writing, it is
expected that all arrangements and formalities will have been completed in
time to permit the arrival of all staff at their new places of assignment at the
start of March, with just a few exceptions for staff whose project
responsibilities require that they move shortly afterwards.

8 Thanks to concerted efforts, significant progress has been made in one
of the main areas of concern, the issue of visas. The achievement of some
major milestones in the procedures allows reasonable confidence that this
critical matter may be resolved in time.

9 In addition to the withdrawal of US team members, there has been a
fall in the number of the Japanese Team members on site because the normal
process of rotation and replacement has been interrupted pending completion
of an arrangement concerning continuation of ITER activities. Similarly
Russian Team members who left the project in July 98 have not yet been
replaced.
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10 The status of the Team on site as at mid February is as summarised on
Table 1 below:

Table 1 JCT - Status by Joint Work Site and Party at Mid February 1999

by Site

Seconded

Garching

36'

EU

46'

Naka
32

JA

27

San Diego
28

RF

21

US

2

Total

961

96'

1 includes one Canadian provided through the Canadian association with the EU Party.

11 The estimated cumulative PPY effort on site between 21 July 1998 and
21 February 1999 is shown in Table 2 below by JWS and by Party.

Table 2 JCT - Cumulative PPYs on-site 21 July 1998 - 21 Feb 1999

Garching

Naka

San Diego

Total

EU

11

9

7

27

JA

6

6

5

17

RF

4

5

4

13

US

2

3

2

7

Total

23

23

18

64

12 Preparations have been made, as soon as legal conditions permit, to
regularise the secondment status of the team members, by the amendment of
secondment forms for those remaining, as previously assigned, in Garching
and Naka and by the issue of new secondment forms for those previously
assigned to San Diego or newly arriving on the Team.

13 The departure of JCT Members has led to different consequences
among the Divisions and Groups. However all Divisions (Safety,
Engineering, Integration, Physics Unit) in San Diego have seen their
membership decrease so much that a modified structure of JCT has to be
proposed and a much larger work contribution needs to be offered by the
Parties to keep the previous missions.
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Task Assignments
14 Final data is now available on the distribution of tasks committed
during the original duration of the EDA. Recent modifications and the
overall status for existing Task Assignments are set out in separate Papers to
the current Meeting. At the time of writing, work has been completed and
final reports submitted for 641 out of 681 technology R&D task agreements. It
is also possible to finalize the the total credits of more than 240 work orders
issued under the Comprehensive Task Agreements for Design. These total
amounts for R&D in IUA and PPY for Design are well below the planned
respective numbers at the beginning of EDA.

Table 3 summarises the pattern of assignment to Parties.

Table 3 Summary of ITER Task allocations to July 1998

Party
EU
JA
RF
US

Totals

IUA
180,251
181,995
80,936
112,767
555,949

PPY
202.06
176.98
140.45
174.78
694.27

16 Detailed statements of work for the new R&D task sharing during the
EDA extension period have been developed with Home Teams in line with
the proposals presented to and supported at MAC 14 (MAC R&D Attachment
8) for a total of 85,505 IUA distributed to Parties as shown in Table 4. The first
tranche of work packages, covering R&D needed to continue existing R&D
activities or to develop generic key technologies, are ready for formal release
as soon as Home Teams will be able to accept them.

Table 4 Summary of ITER R&D Task allocations post July 1998

Party
EU

JA
RF

Totals

IUA
37,000
32,905
15,600 "
85,505
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Redistribution of Tools
17 Arrangements have been made to redistribute selected computing
equipment and software used for the JCT work in San Diego to Naka and
Garching. Items purchased using the ITER Joint Fund in San Diego will be
transferred to the respective Joint Fund Agents at Naka and Garching who
will take over title and management responsibilities in accordance with
Section 7 of the Joint Fund Financial Rules. The Council Chairman, acting on
behalf of the Parties, has sent formal instructions on this matter to the Joint
Fund Agents. In addition, some items of Host Equipment in San Diego are
being sent to Garching under the terms of a loan agreement which has been
satisfactorily negotiated and is in process of signature. The lists of equipment
to be transferred has been finalised and the process of transfer is under way.

18 Project documentation is being redistributed to Naka and Garching as
appropriate together with selected reference documents and other material
from the project library in San Diego.

Status of large R&D Projects

19 Work has continued on the seven large R&D projects. As illustrated in
the highlights below, some are now complete as originally planned; others
have witnessed significant progress towards their goals:

L-1CS Model Coil Project

Manufacturing of the Inner and Outer Modules have been completed, in
the US and Japan, respectively:
- All layers were wound for the Inner and Outer Modules.
- All layers were heat treated for NbsSn formation and turn-insulated.
- Assembly of the layers into a module was performed.
- Each module was vacuum pressure impregnated (VPI).

Acceptance Tests were successfully performed on the both modules:
- Each of the modules was tested for leak tightness, proof pressure (3
MPa), flow vs. pressure drop, high voltage insulation (20.7 kVDC), and
dimensions.
- The Outer Module was successfully tested at Toshiba in November 1998.
- Acceptance tests for the Inner Module has just been completed in
February 2,1999, at Lockheed Martin.

The Outer Module was delivered to the test site at JAERI in November,
1998; the Inner Module, together with the support structure, has been
shipped from San Diego and is expected to arrive at JAERI in mid April.
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After the installation work at JAERI, cooldown of the CSMC assembly is
expected to start in late September or early October, 1999.

L-2TF Model Coil Project

In the fabrication of the TFMC, two superconducting double pancakes
have now been completed by Ansaldo and delivered to Alstom, where
they will be assembled into the winding pack and inserted in the case. The
conductor for the remaining three double pancakes has been heat treated,
insulated and welded into the radial plate; impregnation of one of them is
underway and insulation wrapping is nearing completion for the other
two. The impregnation process has caused some delay in the last 6
months, in addition to the problems experienced in 1998 with the heat
treatment oven. The coil delivery is now expected towards the end of 1999.

In the fabrication of the full size case sections, the square tube
(representing the inner curved section of the TF coil case) has been
completed. The final section weight is 37t. Problems were found with
cracks in the forging in the initial reduction stages and investigations into
these caused some 3 months delay. The cracks were removed by grinding
and the final section forming to give the variable sidewall thickness. The
bending to the curved section were performed within a narrower
temperature range without significant crack problems. The tube will be cut
into 2 U sections and rough machined before shipping for final machining
and butt/closure welding trials. Suitable welding processes have already
been qualified.

A trial 1 t cast section for the outer case section has been produced. The
cryogenic properties of this special purpose alloy have been found to be
acceptable for use in the less stressed regions of the TF coil case, such as the
OlS/outer leg region. Repair and welding to forged sections of the casting
has been demonstrated. The release of the casting of the full size section is
now under discussion, with finalisation of the geometry.

L-3Vacuum Vessel Sector Project

The L-3 project was successfully completed in August of 1998 and all
objectives were achieved. Both half sectors were completed and shipped to
the Tokai establishment of JAERI on schedule. Even though this activity
was ambitious and challenging, both technically and from a schedule
standpoint, no significant problems were encountered. Weld distortions
and dimensional accuracy of both sectors are consistent with the
requirements of an ITER sector. It also proved that it is possible to weld
together two sector halves made with different segmentations and by
different techniques, and achieve tolerances within those required for
ITER. This supports the view that several manufacturers world-wide
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would be able to fabricate the vessel successfully, either alone or in co-
operation with other manufacturers. The objectives for the port extension
model have also been successfully achieved. All activities were completed
in Russia and the port extension has been shipped to Japan in July 98 for
integration with the full scale sector model . Weld distortions and
dimensional accuracy of the extension was consistent with the
requirements of ITER.

Leak test results confirmed the leak tightness of both half sectors and the
port extension. The fabrication and test results for this model confirm the
viability of the ITER vessel and port concepts and the fabrication
techniques utilized. Key information required to specify the design has
been confirmed and is now available.

1-4 Blanket Module Project

The main materials for the blanket system have been selected by the EU,
JA, RF HTs efforts, and characterised in unirradiated and irradiated
conditions and their properties improved Remarkable improvements
have been obtained by all HTs in the development of the main joining
techniques — Be/Cu-alloy, Cu/SS and SS/SS — to be used for the
manufacturing of each component.
Results of the R&D on ITER water chemistry show that corrosion/erosion
of stainless steel and copper alloys is negligible for ITER coolant
conditions, provided that water is purified, its conductivity is kept low and
a reducing medium is added.
Neutronics experiments have validated the transport codes and cross-
section libraries that are used for neutronics design calculations of ITER.
Measured and calculated neutronics data differ by a maximum of 30% at
deep penetration locations much less at small distance for energy
distribution. Results of calculations are used to define design margins.
The basic manufacturing feasibility and the good performance of the
primary wall, baffle and limiter modules has been assessed by
manufacturing and testing several small and medium scale mock-ups in a
first stage and prototypical components in a final stage Achieved
tolerances in the manufactured prototypes and the results of the thermo-
mechanical tests fully meet the requirements.
The feasibility of the blanket module integration, of the attachment system
and of the hydraulic and electrical connections is being assessed by
manufacturing and testing mock-ups of the key parts and by preliminary
assembly testing to verify the module installation and the crucial
operations (e.g. module insertion, key gaps, bolting and unbolting, cutting
and rewelding).
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L-5 Divertor Cassette

The US Home Team completed a 4 t cassette body segment using cast
316LN. All the closure plates were welded using the penetration
enhancement compound, and subsequently the component passed 100%
ultrasonic inspection, as well as pressure and helium leak tests.

A US mock-up using 3 mm diameter tungsten rods hot pressed into the
Cu substrate, showed no damage after testing at 30 MW/m2. and in Japan
heating tests on full-scale monoblock divertor mock-ups, using 2-D CfC
and CuMn braze, withstood a heat load of 20 MW/m2, 10s for 1,000 cycles
without failure.

The EU Vertical Target medium scale, CfC and tungsten armoured
prototype, consisting of two poloidal slices assembled to steel back plates,
has passed He leak testing. The two units are now being assembled and the
manifolds are being welded. The thermal fatigue test in the LeTIreusot
facility is planned early in 1999.

A need identified late in the original duration of the EDA is to develop a
technique for joining the CuCrZr tube to the Cu Active Metal Cast (AMC)
layer of the CfC monoblock using a HIP process performed at ~ 500°C. This
allows the joining to be carried out at the same temperature as the
precipitation hardening cycle of the CuCrZr, and avoids the over-ageing
that occurs with higher temperature joining cycles. Furthermore, the
residual manufacturing stresses blamed for infant joint failures are
strongly reduced. On this basis the EU have built CfC monoblock mock-
up. The CuCrZr tube shows mechanical and thermal properties
comparable with those of a typical solution annealed and aged CuCrZr
alloy. The joint between the tube and the AMC appears better than the
brazed joints of previous components. A high heat flux testing of this
mock-up is planned early in 1999 in JUDITH facility.

L-SBlanket Remote Handling Project

This project was completed successfully. The full-scale remote handling
equipment for blanket maintenance was fabricated by Toshiba and
assembled into the Blanket Test Platform at Tokai JAERI for
demonstration of ITER blanket replacement. Through performance tests
of the equipment, feasibility for handling 4-t blanket modules at any point
on the first wall was fully verified, together with the quantitative
assessment of mechanical characteristics under the design loads.

In addition, the integrated performance test demonstrated the critical
operations of rail-deployment/storage, module replacement and transfer,
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so that the vehicle manipulator system satisfies the maintenance scenario
for the ITER blanket.

On the basis of these results, the fundamental technology for blanket
maintenance has been well established. Further extended performance
tests will include optimization, rescue, and review of radiation hardness
in order to provide fuller data on practical use under normal and
abnormal conditions.

L-7Divertor Remote Handling Project
This project was completed successfully. The validity of the concepts for
divertor cassette handling and refurbishment by remote means was
demonstrated on two test platforms at Brasimone (EU). Target tolerances
and accuracies were achieved and cyclical testing was undertaken with no
noticeable effects on mover perfomance. Consideration is now being given
to further test programmes to explore the operating procedures in more
detail.

20 A matter of some concern is the framework for continued US
involvement on ongoing projects. It is important, both for effective project
management and information sharing, to keep such work as far as possible
within the frame of ITER EDA.

ITER Physics
21 The Physics Basis document is in the final stages of refereeing and
response in preparation for publication in a special edition of "Nuclear
Fusion" expected around the middle of 1999. The preparation of this
important document has been a major task undertaken within the voluntary
framework of ITER Physics. The authors and editors of the various sections of
this document are to be commended, and their supporting institutions
thanked, for the quality and commitment of effort provided.

22 The meeting of the Physics Committee in October 1998 discussed the
future of the ITER Physics Expert Groups. The Committee affirmed the
importance of the ITER Physics Expert Group activity in providing and
improving the physics basis for the RTO/RC design effort and concluded that,
whilst the present structure of 7 Expert Groups should remain, the groups
should be restructured to allow for realigned and expanded disciplinary
responsibilities. A summary of conclusions is as follows:

• The former Divertor Physics Expert Group has been renamed the
Edge and Pedestal Physics Expert Group and is responsible for edge-
region physics and databases inside the separatrix. Coordination with
the H-mode power threshold database must be worked out.
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• The former Divertor Modeling and Database Expert Group has been
renamed the Scrape-Off-Layer and Divertor Physics Expert Group and
has responsibility for physics and databases at the separatrix and in the
SOL and divertor chamber.

• The Energetic Particles, Heating, and Steady-State Expert Group now
has responsibility for integrated steady-state physics, not just current
drive.

• The Transport and Internal Barrier Physics Expert Group has as its
responsibility the physics of core transport and its control by internal or
H-mode barriers. Transport of heat, particles, and angular momentum
are identified as important.

• Activities of the Confinement Database and Modeling Expert Group
are extended to include advanced/ITB operations as well as nominal
ELMy H-mode scenarios.

• Single-subject Topical Working Groups were endorsed as a needed
mechanism to effect cross-Group communications that impact on
more than one Group's responsibilities. Topical Working Groups do
not hold separate meetings, but meet instead as coordinated extensions
of planned Expert Group meetings. As a result, Expert Group meetings
can no longer be independently scheduled but must be planned in a
coordinated way (see next bullet).

• All Expert Group meetings for the upcoming year are to be scheduled
in a coordinated way that will permit appropriate joint sessions and
Topical Working Group meetings to occur. The Director will appoint a
person to oversee this schedule coordination.

• Expert Groups are limited to two meetings per year, one normally i n
conjunction with a scheduled scientific meeting.

• An ITER Database Standards Committee will be formed. The
Database Standards Committee will develop standards for existing and
proposed ITER database activities and conduct annual reviews to
assure standards are met. The Committee will consist of Expert Group
CoChairs plus a Committee Chair to be named by the Director.

23 In light of these conclusions, Designated Physics Persons were invited
to identify people to serve on the 1999 Expert Groups, using, as a guideline, 3
from each Party per Expert Group with the possibility of drawing on a wider
pool of people able to assist in specific areas. The Director, with appropriate
consultations, will select the 1999 Expert Group Chairs, Co-Chairs, and
members. It was noted that the planned staff of the ITER Physics JCT
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members will be insufficient to carry out needed Expert Group Co-Chair
activities. Help from the ITER Parties will be needed by having co-chairs able
to spend some time (~ 2 months/year) working with the Physics Integration
Unit at the JWS.

24 Plans for the next Expert Group meeting will be made as soon as the
Chair, Co-chair and members/experts have been selected. The proposals will,
as necessary, be circulated through MAC CP's for approval by written
procedure.

25 The US plans to share its physics results with other Parties via
continued participation in the Expert Group process, recognising that the
balance of effort within the US physics programme will emphasize Advanced
Tokamaks.

26 The Physics Committee has emphasised unanimously the key
importance of databases, even beyond ITER design needs. Contributions from
Parties should include a data representative from each experimental device,
whose work for ITER should be formally recognised and allocated sufficient
time from normal duties to allow a significant contribution.
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ROM 99-03-10
Attachment 4

MAC Report and Advice

MAC Meeting
8 March 1999
Cadarache

MAC Membership and Meeting Participation:

MAC has recognized the replacement for Dr.Hiroshi KISHIMOTO by Dr.Toshihide
TSUNEMATSU, as JA MAC member. Dr.Lev G.GOLUBCHIKOV, RF MAC member
was replaced by Dr. Vrtali M. KORZHAVIN. Dr. Konstantin K. CHERNOV was
recognized as new RF MAC member.

Participants are identified in MAC R&A Attachment 2. (Attachments not included).

Agenda:

The Agenda was adopted as attached (MAC R&A Attachment 1).

ITER EDA Status:

MACR&A-1:

a) MAC noted the Status Report presented by the Director set out in the MAC R&A
Attachment 3, and, in particular, shares the Director's concern about the
uncertainties against which the whole project operates at present.

b) MAC noted that the definition of an appropriate framework for continued US
involvement in on-going projects is a very important issue.

Task Agreements:

MAC R&A-2:

a) MAC reviewed and supported the modifications of Task Agreements since
MAC14 of which credit changes are more than 500 lUA, or more than 20% as
presented in Table 1 and 2 in the MAC R&A Attachment 4. This review and
support constitute Council approval according to the IC-5 ROD 4 (c)9. MAC
took note of the modifications of Task Agreements of which credits are less than
500 lUA, or not more than 20% as set out in Table 3, and cancellation of Task
Agreements as presented at Table 4 in the MAC R&A Attachment 4.

b) MAC reviewed and supported the credit modification of the 96-98
Comprehensive Task Agreement for Design as presented in Table 1 in the MAC
R&A Attachment 5.
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c) MAC took note of the Summary of R&D and Design Task Agreement during
1992-1998 and compiled list of Task Agreements per Party in the MAC R&A
Attachment 6.

d) MAC urged the Home Teams to circulate promptly the remaining final task
reports after approval, according to agreed procedures.

e) MAC took note of new Task Agreements of which credit is not more than 500
lUA or equivalent per task in the MAC R&A Attachment 7.

Revised Work Program for the Activities during the Three Years Extension of
the EDA:

MAC R&A-3:

MAC noted that the revised Work Program and its allocation of resources for priority
1 items during the three-year extension of the EDA is basically the same as reviewed
at MAC14 (MAC R&A Attachment 8). MAC recommends the ITER Council to
approve the revised Work Program. After the ITER Council decision on the design
option, the Work Programme for the priority 2 (Appendix 1 in MAC R&A Attachment
8) will be considered.

New JCT Organization:

MAC R&A-4:

MAC recommended the ITER Council to approve the revised Main Structure of the
Joint Central Team and the related functions of the Deputy Directors in the MAC R&A
Attachment 9.

Joint Fund:

MAC R&A-S:

a) MAC took note of the present situation of the ITER Joint Fund presented orally
by the Director.

b) MAC noted that not all Parties were able, so.far, to provide their contributions to
the 1998 Joint Fund. MAC also noted the Director's request that contribution
should be made before the submission of the Joint Fund accounts for that year.

Interface Issues Linked to the Phasing out of US Activities:

MAC R&A-6:

a) MAC took note of the present status of the Commingled R&D Components.
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b) MAC asked Dr. Rager, in consultation with the HTLs and the JCT, to complete
the information on the ownership and value (lUA) of the Commingled R&D
Components.

c) MAC requested the MAC CPs in the light of the Interface Sub-Group Report
(MAC-10 Attachment 9) to develop arrangements among the Parties, especially
to preserve common rights on usage of Commingled R&D Components.

d) With regard to the US withdrawal from ITER, MAC recommended the ITER
Council to request the IC CPs to consult among the Parties to reach consensus
on an appropriate framework for the US to continue its involvement in previously
committed ITER tasks.

Review the Director's proposal for ITER Meetings:

MAC R&A-7:

Plans for the next Physics Expert Groups Meetings will be made as soon as the
Chairs, Co-Chairs and members/experts have been selected. The proposals will be
circulated through MAC CPs for the review by the Parties through written procedure.

Other Business:

Future Meetings:

MAC tentatively decided that the next MAC Meeting will be held in Naka in due time
before the next ITER Council Meeting.

MAC Report and Advice:

MAC approved the present MAC Report and Advice to the Council.
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ROM 1999-03-10
Attachment 5

30 January, 1999

ITER Special Working Group Report to the ITER Council on Task #2 Results

The Charter of the ITER Council to this Special Working Group (SWG) read as
follows:

"Preamble

- In accordance with Article 10 of the ITER EDA Agreement,

- with reference to the SWG Charter decided by the ITER Council at its thirteenth
meeting, Attachment 1, taking account, in particular, of the ITER Council charges
regarding its two tasks, i.e.,

1) the SWG would propose technical guidelines for possible changes to the
current detailed technical objectives and overall technical margins, with a view
to establishing option(s) of minimum cost still satisfying the overall
programmatic objective of the ITER EDA Agreement,

2) pursuant to Art. 2(e), the SWG would also provide information.on broader
concepts as basis for its rationale for proposed guidelines, and articulate likely
impacts on the development path towards fusion energy,

- recognizing that it is of crucial importance to the Parties' fusion programmes to
pursue the joint activities during an expected three-year extension of the EDA
with a general intent to enable an efficient start of possible, future ITER
construction at the end of this period, and in this regard recognizing the
importance of pursuing joint preparatory efforts in all relevant domains,

- recognizing that in case the Parties would eventually be unable, for financial
reasons to proceed to the construction of the presently foreseen device, it is
prudent to plan now to have available, at the time of decisions on construction,
option(s) of ITER whose cost for the partners would be reduced. This should be
accomplished by reducing the detailed technical objectives and possibly
decreasing physics margins while insuring that the engineering margins remain
such that safety and performance of the device are not impaired and retaining the
overall programmatic objective of ITER."

Within Task # 1, the SWG provided its answer on 19 May 1998.

The Special Working Group has agreed to the following as its answer to Task #2.

I. RATIONALE FOR FUSION POWER DEVELOPMENT

Energy availability has always played an essential role in socio-economic
development. The stability of each country, and of all countries together, is dependent
on the continued availability of sufficient, reasonably priced energy. Per capita energy
consumption in the various regions of the world is correlated with the level of wealth,
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general health and education in each region. World energy consumption has increased
over time and is projected to continue increasing, in particular to meet the need for a
greater per capita energy consumption in the developing world. The growth in energy
demand will be exacerbated by the almost doubling of the world's population expected
to occur, mainly in the developing countries, within the next fifty years.

While, globally, there are significant resources of fossil and fission fuels, and
substantial opportunities for exploiting renewable energies, numerous countries and
some of the developing areas experiencing major population growth are not well
endowed with the required resources. Further, utilization of some resources may be
limited because of environmental impact. A sustainable development path requires that
the industrialized countries develop a range of safe and environmentally-benign
approaches applicable in the near-, medium-, and long-term. Continuing to meet the
world's long-term energy requirements raises challenges well beyond the time horizon of
market investment, and hence calls for public action.

It is becoming increasingly apparent that by continuing to burn fossil fuels at even
the present rate, without substantial mitigation of the carbon dioxide emissions, mankind
is conducting a major experiment with the atmosphere, the outcome of which is
uncertain but fraught with severe ciimatological risks. Prudence requires having in place
an energy research and development (R&D) effort designed to expand the array of
technological options available for constraining carbon dioxide emissions without severe
economic and social cost.

Fusion offers a safe, long-term source of energy with abundant resources and
major environmental advantages. The basic fuels for fusion - deuterium, and the lithium
which is used to generate tritium - are plentifully available. Even the most unlikely
accident would not require public evacuation. During operation, there would be virtually
no contributions to greenhouse gases or acidic emissions. With the successful
development of appropriate materials, tailored to minimize induced radioactivity, the
wastes from fusion power would not require isolation from the environment beyond one
hundred years.

With successful demonstration of key fusion technologies and further optimization
of the fusion power-plant concept, fusion is expected to have costs in the same range as
other long-term energy sources. Thus, fusion power plants could eventually be deployed
to provide a substantial fraction of world electricity needs.

If fusion R&D can be maintained as discussed in this report, with feasibility
demonstrated by 2020, a power plant could be producing electricity by about 2050. Thus
fusion can provide an attractive energy option to society in the middle of the next
century. An important conclusion of a comparison with other energy sources is that
fusion could begin to be deployed at a time when the utilization of other sources of
energy is uncertain, and when the climate issue is likely to have become more critical
than today. Accordingly, fusion R&D should proceed at least on the presently foreseen
time-table to assure the availability of this energy option when and where needed.
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II. OVERVIEW: MAGNETIC FUSION DEVELOPMENT

Achievement of safe,' environmentally attractive and economically competitive
fusion energy systems depends on an integrated approach to development of materials
and technology and optimization of the plasma configuration .

The development of a commercial fusion power plant based on the principles of
magnetic confinement must address four main challenges:

- demonstration of scientific feasibility by developing a stationary burning core
having high fusion power gain,

- demonstration of technological feasibility by developing required components
and integrating them with the core,

- demonstration of the safety and environmental attractiveness of fusion, and,
- demonstration of the economical viability of fusion.

11.1. Development Path

The national and multinational programs are addressing these challenges by
progressing along several paths. In the early days of fusion research, scientific
feasibility was pursued by exploring a wide range of concepts independently. After a
decade or so, based on its performance, the tokamak emerged as the main-line concept
with other concepts investigated in parallel as alternatives which might, in the longer
term, prove more attractive for power generation. Progress in the tokamak program has
been significant, with fusion power (16 MW) now comparable with the input heating
power and significant energy production (22 MJ). At the time of the start of the
International Thermonuclear Experimental Reactor (ITER) partnership in the late 1980's,
and after the joint experience gained from the earlier International Tokamak Reactor
(INTOR) activity, each of the four ITER Parties had recognized that an integrated major
step in fusion R&D was required, which would build upon the results from the then-
current generation of large tokamaks, such as JET, JT-60 T-15 and TFTR, and would
precede the construction of a demonstration power plant (DEMO). Conceptual design
studies for such a step were well advanced. It was, therefore, both natural and desirable
that all Parties joined together in the ITER partnership, to share cost and to accomplish
more than could one Party alone.

11.2. ITER

Following an initial Conceptual Design Activity, the four Parties conducted the
ITER Engineering Design Activities (EDA) from 1992-98, which succeeded in designing
a tokamak-based integrated step towards a DEMO. The DEMO would demonstrate
quasi-stationary generation of a significant amount of net electrical power. The overall
programmatic objective of ITER, which has guided the EDA, is "to demonstrate the
scientific and technological feasibility of fusion energy for peaceful purposes." ITER, as
described in the Final Design Report, would accomplish this objective by demonstrating
controlled ignition and extended burn of deuterium-tritium plasmas, with steady-state as
an ultimate goal, by demonstrating technologies essential to a power plant in an
integrated system, and by performing integrated testing of the high-heat-flux and
nuclear components required to utilize fusion energy for practical purposes. Further
development of the ITER design is described in Sec. III.
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11.3. Concept Development

The common challenge for all the magnetic fusion concepts is the simultaneous
optimization of stability, confinement and power and particle exhaust, in order to
increase the attractiveness of the power-plant concept (for example, reducing the
magnetic field, plasma current, and peak exhaust heat flux densities, providing easier
maintenance, reducing demands on auxiliaries, achieving steady-state operation and
mitigating or eliminating disruptions). These efforts include continued optimization of the
tokamak performance, as well as the development of other lines such as the helical
systems (stellarators, heliotrons, etc.), the reverse-field pinch, compact toroids
(spheromak and field-reversed configurations), and the spherical torus/tokamak.

Not only is there promise, at varying degrees, in these different conceptual
approaches, but, in addition, they contribute to the improvement and understanding of
magnetic fusion systems in general. Furthermore the requisite technologies are largely
common to the different approaches. Such studies are an important part of fusion
research and are being developed in parallel with the ITER program and the long-term
technology programs of the Parties.

11.4. Technology

Technology and materials R&D play an essential and multi-faceted role in the
accomplishment of the challenges described in the introduction of Sec. II. Progress in
fusion science has depended on the development of the enabling hardware and
methods to create, sustain and control high-temperature plasmas (e.g., magnets,
heating and fueling systems, vacuum technology, etc.). A particular challenge continues
to be the development of plasma-facing components to withstand high heat- and
particle-fluxes, as well as off-normal events such as disruptions. In the longer term,
technology R&D aims to develop materials and components that will achieve the
desired levels of performance (e.g., high temperatures and wall loadings), lifetimes,
availability (sufficient component reliability and acceptable change-out times), and
safety and environmental attractiveness, with emphasis on in-vessel systems. Such
technology R&D, as well as physics R&D, often has important near-term industrial spin-
off applications to fields outside of fusion.

Particularly important is the development of radiation-resistant and low-activation
materials, a key part of which is producing data on neutron irradiation effects. In the
near-term, the program depends primarily on fission reactor irradiations. Reduced-
activation advanced materials could be incorporated into the ITER blanket/shield
components in later phases, in the longer term, there is the potential for recycling a
significant fraction of power-plant materials. Facilities for testing materials subjected to
14 MeV neutrons will be required.

Until a tritium-generating blanket is developed, burning plasma experiments and
al! D-T fusion facilities will depend on external sources of tritium; the availability of.such
tritium must be taken into account in planning the size and timing of facilities.
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11.5. International Collaboration

International collaboration has played a significant role in fusion R&D since its
inception. As an international collaboration, the ITER framework, under the International
Atomic Energy Agency (IAEA) auspices, is unique because of the sharing of the
decision-making process and the sharing of costs and benefits. In addition, a number of
multilateral international agreements under the International Energy Agency auspices,
as well as a number of bilateral framework agreements have been implemented. All
these arrangements have been adequate to make accessible to others devices hosted
by one Party. However, large-scale projects, which fulfill world-wide needs recognized
by all partners and which involve large investments by multiple parties, require different
arrangements.

The ITER program was initiated in 1986 by summit level agreement of Heads of
Government to emphasize the importance of the world-wide aim at developing fusion for
peaceful purposes, and for the benefit of all human kind. The framework of ITER was
established among the world's four major fusion programs at the governmental level. As
such, the ITER collaboration represents a qualitative and quantitative advance beyond
earlier international collaborative agreements through focusing on the science and
technology, sharing the benefits of the investment and learning how to handle the
complexities of relationships among the partners. The results from the ITER-EDA work
have reaffirmed the benefits arising from the cooperation.

III. ITER APPROACH

in line with the detailed technical objectives set for the EDA, under the overall
programmatic objectives, a fully-documented detailed design of ITER was produced on
schedule, with its associated safety analyses and description of manufacturing
processes and their associated costs. The Final Design Report (FDR) of the EDA, "ITER
Final Design Report, Cost Review and Safety Analyses" was reviewed by the Technical
Advisory Committee and by Parties individually, with a strong input from industry, and
approved by the ITER Council. The FDR capital cost estimate was within the range
foreseen at the beginning of the EDA by the ITER Council. It was concluded that the
ITER machine would fulfill the overall programmatic objectives and the detailed technical
objectives and is supported by the results of the technology R&D activities conducted
during the EDA. Most of the R&D has been completed, with some validation tests still to
be carried out. Furthermore, the physics program in experiments, theory, and modeling
has increased the understanding of the constraints set by plasma physics —
confinement, pressure and density limits, helium removal, disruption effects, and divertor
operation.

ITER represents a demonstration of fusion technologies under power-plant-
relevant conditions: superconducting magnets, additional heating, fuel handling and
vacuum pumping systems, plasma-facing components (divertor and first-wall) designed
to be capable of handling heat and particle fluxes in the power-plant range with steady-
state heat removal.
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There is an important physics dimension to the integrated capability of an ITER,
namely the opportunity to optimize, simultaneously, plasma-core and edge conditions
sufficient to achieve good energy confinement, which are compatible with divertor
conditions to accommodate the particle and heat fluxes. ITER also provides the
opportunity to explore the compatibility of improved tokamak modes and profile control
in regimes of strong self-heating and steady-state operation — a test for tokamak power
plants.

A major issue for fusion power plants will be achieving high availability. ITER
operation wouid represent the first real test of achieving high reliability and practicality of
maintenance in a fusion facility.

ITER would require radiation protection, remote handling, tritium handling, etc.
The ITER-FDR design and safety analyses show the capability of fusion in regard to
safety and environmental issues. The operation and maintenance of an ITER should
demonstrate the capability to optimize the safety design of DEMO.

ITER would provide for tests of power plant-relevant, tritium-regeneration,
blanket-test modules, with the option of a demonstration of electricity-generation.

Despite the general achievements presented in the FDR, it appears prudent in
the present socio-economic situation to be in a position to offer lower-cost options to
enable an effective start of possible future ITER construction. Recognizing this situation,
the ITER Council assigned to this Special Working Group the task to "propose technical
guidelines for possible changes to the current detailed technical objectives and overall
technical margins, with a view to establishing option(s) of minimum cost while still
satisfying the overall programmatic objective of the ITER EDA Agreement." Guidelines
for a modified-objectives (reduced-cost) ITER were given in the SWG report on Task #1
of 19 May, 1998.

These guidelines would shift the focus of detailed technical objectives from
achieving ignition to achieving high fusion-energy gain, without precluding the possibility
of achieving ignition. Because progress has been made during the EDA in design,
technology development and physics, it appears possible to design a reduced-cost
option with attractive performance characteristics. From the preliminary results of the
analysis made by the JCT and the Parties, it appears that a machine at approximately
half of the direct capital cost of the ITER-FDR machine could satisfy ITER's overall
programmatic objective, although with modified fusion objectives, while ensuring that
the engineering margins remain such that safety and performance of the device are not
impaired.

In the discussion below, the ITER-FDR design is referred to as ITER-I and the
reduced-cost options as ITER-II.

The table below shows a comparison of some ITER-l reference parameters with
corresponding ranges of representative parameters of ITER-II options, which have been
developed by the ITER team taking advantage of the engineering and technology
developed during the EDA.
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Parameter
Major radius (m).
Plasma current (MA)
Q (=Pfusioo/Ph8ating)
(reference plasma)
Q (=Pfusioo'Pheating)
(steady-state)
Neutron wall flux

IMW/m2)
Neutron fluence

(MW.a/m2)
Fusion Power (MW)
Inductive flat top (s)

ITER-I
8.14
21

Q - > ~

>5

1.0

1.0

1,500
1,000

ITER-I I
6.0 - 6.5
13- 17
Q>10

>5

>0.5

>0.3

500 -700
300 - 500

Note that the range of extrapolation to ITER is approximately the same, in
physical size, as the Parties had to make when commencing the design of the present
generation of devices.

While additional theoretical and experimental work is required in some areas,
projections of ITER's plasma performance show that sustained burn (Q = 10 ->«>), and
adequate plasma power and helium exhaust can be obtained with operation in a plasma
subject to edge-localized modes (ELM's) and internal sawtooth activity. Experimental
results from tokamaks and modeling codes confirm the ITER divertor concept of
detached or partially-detached operation with controlled additions of recycled impurities.
Furthermore, due to its better plasma-shaping capabilities compared to ITER-I, ITER-II
still does not preclude the possibility of reaching ignition. For a power plant, Q > 20 is
sufficient.

All ITER designs have sufficient flexibility provided by the poloidal field coils and
heating and current drive systems to exploit plasma operational scenarios necessary to
obtain steady-state operation at Q = 5.

Advanced materials (e.g., low activation ferritic steels, etc.) would be incorporated
into blanket/shield test modules, and would be considered for replacement of in-vessel
components in the later phases of both ITERs. These activities will allow further
demonstration of the potential of the safety and environmental aspects of fusion.

IV. BROADER CONSIDERATIONS WITHIN THE
MAINLINE TOKAMAK PROGRAM

In Task 2 of its charge from the ITER Council, the SWG was asked to,". . . also
provide information on broader concepts as basis for its rationale for proposed
guidelines, and articulate likely impacts on the development path towards fusion
energy." Keeping in mind the fusion development path described in Sec. II., the SWG
has restricted its attention to the next major steps in the mainline tokamak program.
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The overall programmatic objective of 1TER is "to demonstrate the scientific and
technological feasibility of fusion energy for peaceful purposes," in order to proceed to a
subsequent demonstration power plant, DEMO. As discussed earlier, such an
accomplishment requires the integration of many scientific and technological features
under power-plant-like conditions, and an integration step such as ITER would inevitably
be required prior to DEMO.

There are many physics and physics-technology issues to be addressed in
advance of DEMO. Examples of such issues include:

- steady-state burning plasma with current-driven profile control and a high
bootstrap current fraction,

- a high-performance core with an effective divertor, including high heat-flux
steady-state components,

- superconducting magnets with a high power DT burning plasma,
- remote maintenance in a full-scale fusion power system,
- testing of tritium-producing blankets and of structural materials, and
- tritium processing.

Two strategies may be considered to accomplish these objectives. One is the
ITER strategy as discussed in Sec. 111. The second strategy is to delay the integration
step and embark in the near term on separate specialized facilities addressing selected
critical issues. These facilities would be of the same range of size and cost as the
present largest experimental devices ($1B to S2B). Within this latter strategy, two
classes of such facilities have been considered:

- short-pulse, copper magnet, DT-buming plasma experiments, and
- long-puise, superconducting magnet, DD steady-state experiments.

For either strategy, a 14 MeV neutron source for materials development is likely
needed in parallel.

A burning plasma experiment would provide information on confinement and
stability of high-performance DT plasmas. A superconducting DD experiment would
provide information on steady-state operation of a diverted tokamak plasma. All three
facilities, including the 14 MeV neutron source, would provide valuable experience with
fusion materials and technologies.

However, while the first two of these facilities would be designed to address
some of the same important plasma science issues as are to be addressed in ITER and
could make important contributions, they would do so in conditions falling far short of
those in ITER in several important respects:

- they operate at either much reduced fusion-power conditions or much reduced
pulse length,

- by addressing issues in separate facilities, they fail to address key issues of
physics-physics and of physics-technology integration,

- by focusing on plasma science objectives, they do not address the full range of
fusion technology objectives of ITER, a prime example being ITER's capability
of testing operational blanket modules.
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Clearly, the important class of physics performance issues associated with
burning plasmas in full non-inductive steady-state operation could not be addressed.
The full non-linear interplay- between alpha-particle heating, confinement barriers and
pressure and current profile control, and their compatibility with a divertor, can only be
addressed in an integrated step.

A key question effectively asked of the SWG is whether the combination of
specialized facilities under consideration could replace ITER. Given the arguments
presented above, the answer is that they could not.

Furthermore, if such facilities were constructed in the place of ITER, and the
construction of the integration step were to await results from these facilities, the
integration step would presumably be improved, but would be delayed very
substantially, perhaps ten years or more, and the total cost of the program would be
much increased. The impact in cost and schedule of unnecessarily delaying this
integrated demonstration could be devastating to the international effort to develop
fusion power, and to the ability of fusion to contribute to the world energy economy in a
timely fashion.

It is an important conclusion that fusion development is now scientifically and
technically ready to take a step such as ITER, i.e., to enter the regime of fusion energy
demonstration.

V. CONCLUSIONS

The successful development of fusion energy requires meeting the basic
challenges of scientific and technological feasibility as well as environmental
attractiveness and economic viability. The long-term goal is a convincing demonstration
of the resolution of these issues in a demonstration power plant (DEMO). A critical prior
step is to integrate high energy gain plasmas at or near steady-state conditions with
power-plant-prototypical technologies, and demonstrate safe operation of a fusion
power system.

The international program is technically ready to proceed with the construction of
an experimental facility which in an integrated manner addresses scientific and
technological issues before DEMO. Many of these issues can be addressed only in
near-power-plant conditions. ITER will provide the conditions required for these critical
tests, and it has focused the attention of the world fusion community on key scientific
and technical issues. Through this collaboration, the cost and benefits of this important
step can be shared by the ITER Parties.

Because of concerns of cost, but coupled with advances in physics and
technology made during the ITER EDA, there is now both increased incentive and
opportunity to seek an attractive lower-cost design by modifying the detailed technical
objectives. A device, in which it is expected to achieve energy gain of at least 10 and
explore steady-state operation, at a direct capital cost of approximately 50% of ITER as
described in the Final Design Report, would still satisfy the ITER overall programmatic
objective, which is "to demonstrate the scientific and technological feasibility of fusion
energy for peaceful purposes."
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Successful operation of ITER would provide experience of broad, generic value
to fusion energy development:

- the study and control of burning, steady-state plasmas;
- the study of the interaction of such plasmas with material walls, together with
the removal of thermal energy and helium ash;

- the development and performance testing of blankets capable of generating
tritium and high-grade heat compatible with efficient electricity generation;

- the demonstration of required supporting technologies, and,
- the demonstration of the safety potential of fusion.

The SWG has examined a strategy in which the integration of ITER's long-
pulse/burning-plasma scientific and technological objectives, which are essential before
moving to DEMO, would be deferred until after experimentation has been completed on
a new generation of separate specialized facilities addressing selected critical issues.
The SWG concludes that this would delay by 10 years or more the key fusion
demonstration and integration step, and would increase the total cost of fusion
development substantially. It is the unanimous opinion of the SWG that the world
program is scientifically and technically ready to take the important ITER step.
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ROM 1999-03-10
Attachment 6

Department of Energy
Germantown, MD 20874-1290

March 8, 1999

Dr. Robert Aymar
ITER Director
HER Joint Work Site at Garching
c/o Max Planck Institut fur Plasmaphysik
BoltzmannstraBe 2
D-85748 Garching Bei Munchen
Germany

Dear Dr. Aymar:

At the ITER Physics Committee meeting held at the end of last year, you asked for information
from the Parties on their expectations of contributions for the coming period. I am pleased to
provide you with our thinking on this matter in this letter. Further, as you know, the U.S. has
closed out most of its direct participation in the ITER project in accordance "with direction from
the U.S. Congress. Therefore, this is an appropriate time to expand on Martha Krebs' October
1998 letter in regard to participation in the ITER Expert Groups on physics and provision of
technical information from the U.S. physics and R&D programs where such information may be
of interest to the ITER project.

I believe there is general understanding and acceptance among the other ITER Parties and you of
these general ways in which the U.S. could contribute; the upcoming ITER Meeting in Cadarache
will be a good place at which to discuss these points. At this time, I would like to provide more
specific definition, as follows, in order to avoid any misunderstandings.

In the area of physics, there are two classes of participation.

1. We would like to remain involved in the ITER Physics Expert Groups, as in the past;
this plan, of course, depends upon the willingness of the remaining ITER Parties to
accept it. Assuming that to be the case, our experts will participate in the various
meetings, and share technical information from the U.S. physics program. A more
detailed statement of our understanding of the tasks and time commitment for our
expert members is contained in John Willis' December 9, 1998, letter to our U.S.
Program Leaders (enclosed).

Previously, the U.S. held the chairmanship of two ITER Physics Expert Groups;
Divertor Physics and Diagnostics. We would be willing to continue in such roles
during the EDA Extension period, again if the remaining Parties desire it. We have
already sent you a list of the U.S. scientists interested in participating in ITER Physics
Expert Groups, and we are pleased to hear from you on the reorganization of these
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groups and their chairs in your March 3, 1999, letter to John Willis and the other
Parties' Designated Physics Persons. I know that both Ken Young and
Ron Stambaugh are ready to accept the roles of Chair of the Diagnostics and the Edge
and Pedestal Physics Expert Groups, respectively, should your recommendation be
confirmed at the Cadarache meeting of the ITER Council. Further, I know that
John Wesley and George Vlases are also ready to act as Co-chairs of the MHD,
Disruption and Plasma Control and the Scrape-Off Layer and Divertor Physics Experts
Groups, respectively, again should your recommendation be confirmed by the Council;
if they do serve as Co-chairs, it would be with the understanding that they are
providing technical information liaison with the U.S. and other scientific communities,
including the JCT, but are not "acting as JCT".

2. As is customary throughout the fusion programs of the world, we would be pleased,
upon invitation, to send reviewers to participate in ITER project physics meetings, as
well as other meetings, in order to provide comments on technical matters under
discussion as well as to gain a better understanding for ourselves of the project's
progress.

In the area of R&D, there are two classes of participation.

1. Having finished the manufacture of the Model Coil, we will participate in its
installation and testing through the end of September 1999, and we will finish the
manufacture of the Diverter Cassette and complete our presently planned involvement
in the testing, also by the end of September 1999.

2. For all other areas of R&D, we will inform the ITER project of our domestic work
plans for the current and future years, and we will provide technical results from such
work where the information is of interest to the ITER project. In forming our work
plans we would be pleased to review the project's list of R&D needs, such as
contained in the current draft of the ITER Work Plan, and identify areas in common
with our domestic priorities. However, since our effort will be on a voluntary basis,
we will not be able to make any formal commitments on scope of work and schedule.
Communication in this regard should be through our Home Team Leader through
September 1999, and our Director of the Virtual Laboratory for Technology
thereafter.
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I hope this information is helpful to you. If you have any questions, please feel free to call me,
Michael Roberts, or John Willis, of my staff; as appropriate.

Sincerely,

N. AnnCDavies
Associate Director

for Fusion Energy Sciences
Office of Science

Enclosure

cc:
U. Finzi, EU
M. Yoshikawa, JA
E. Velikhov, RF
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To:

From:

Distribution

John Willis

Department of Energy
Germantown, MD 20874-1290

DEC 0 $ 199P

Subject: Participation in the ITER Physics Expert Groups

As described below, we are in the process of providing the ITER EDA Director and the
Joint Central Team (JCT) with a proposed list of our Experts to continue our voluntary
participation in the science research associated with the ongoing ITER EDA, namely, the
ITER Physics Expert Groups. You have been nominated as an Expert or Additional
Expert for this purpose. We have not been able to contact all of you individually prior to
sending this list to the ITER Director, but I hope that you will agree to participate in this
activity.

I have provided some background information on the U.S. role in ITER physics, and
described roles and responsibilities of ITER physics experts below. Please do not
hesitate to call me or Erol Oktay on my staff if you have any questions or comments on
this matter.

U.S. Involvement in the ITER Physics Expert Group Activity

Even though we are no longer involved with the ITER design work itself, the U.S. will
continue to participate in the ITER Physics Expert Group activities in the areas where
there is an overlap with the U.S. program. Anne Davies announced this decision at the
ITER Meeting at Yokohoma on October 20,1998 and Martha Krebs mentioned it at the
fusion community town meeting at the New Orleans APS meeting. The new emerging
design for ITER-RC has adopted many of the Advanced Tokamak features emphasized
by the U.S. program. For example, these include segmented OH central solenoid for
poloidal field flexibility, highly triangular shape, and double null divertor. In principle,
therefore, there should be significant overlaps between the U.S. program interests and the
ITER-RC physics.

A restructuring of the ITER Physics Expert Groups was discussed at the ITER Physics
Committee meeting at Naka on October 28 and 29,1998. The primary change is re-
grouping the two groups on Divertor Physics and Divertor Modeling & Database to Edge
& Pedestal Physics and Scrape-off Layer & Divertor Physics groups. The motivation for
this change is to have a Group focused on the Edge Pedestal and confinement issue that
has fallen in between two different Groups in the past. There were also minor changes in
the names of Transport Physics and Energetic Particle Groups.
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As an action item from the ITER Physics Committee meeting, we have reviewed the list
of U.S. experts, and considered the willingness of individuals to continue participation in
the Expert Group activities. Based on this review, we have developed a proposed list of
U.S. Experts, and a second list of Additional Experts that we are forwarding to the ITER
Director. Dr. Aymar will develop a final list of international members of the Expert
Groups in consultation with Designated Physics Persons from the four Parties. We have
indicated our preference for the U.S. membership (those on the Expert List), and the
availability of others for this role, in case our preference does not provide the necessary
balance in the international Expert Groups.

I want to emphasize that the interest of the U.S. physics community in ITER physics
should not be limited to only the people on the list of Experts or Additional Experts.
ITER-RC still is on the path toward the energy goal of the fusion program, it represents a
major physics challenge of experiments on ignition and burn-control, and it encompasses
many of the Advanced Tokamak features

The roles of the U.S. members of the TTER Physics Expert Groups are three-fold:

1. To work with the members of the appropriate International Expert Group to identify
physics issues for the ITER design, to provide guidance on the methodology for
projecting the ITER plasma performance in the area of the Expert Group, to define
the Physics R&D Needs, and to report U.S. progress in the area of the Physics R&D
Needs;

2. To gather input from the U.S. community, for use in the work of the Expert Group;
3. To transmit information on the Expert Group activities, issues, and products to the

U.S. community

As such, the U.S. members must act both as technical experts and as liaisons to the U.S.
Physics community in the technical area of the Expert Group. In cases where the U.S.
fusion community has a topical group in that area (e.g., the Transport Task Force), the
U.S. Expert Group members should serve as an interface for the U.S. technical
community topical group to contribute to the Expert Group process and to be informed
about the issues and activities. In areas where the U.S. community does not have an
established topical group, the Experts should work within the community to involve and
inform the appropriate U.S. Experts. The Additional Experts could provide assistance in
such liaison role with the U.S. community. We will maintain an open and unrestricted list
of Additional Experts to encourage a wide participation from the U.S. community in
ITER-RC physics. The U.S. leaders identified below would coordinate the work of the
Group and act as a liaison to the International Expert Group.

It is anticipated that the ITER Expert Groups will each meet twice per year, with one
meeting being in conjunction with a major topical meeting and one meeting being
independent; this meeting configuration is meant to facilitate the interaction with the
expert community and to avoid overloading the Expert Group members with preparation
for both the Expert Group meeting and the major meeting. The U.S. Expert Group
members should plan on spending roughly 2 weeks before each meeting to involve the
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community and to gather input for the meeting, and should spend time to disseminate to
the community information after the meeting. As such, the time commitment should be
approximately 8 weeks/year for each expert. U.S. members who are appointed chairs of
International Expert Groups should expect to spend considerably more time. (Dr. Aymar
will make the selection of the Chairs of the International Groups with consultation with
the Designated Physics Persons of the four parties). There is no separate funding for the
activities of the U.S. experts. The ITER physics work will be a part of the Experts'
funded program activity.

The new Expert Groups and the proposed list of U.S. Experts and Additional Experts are
as provided in the attachment.

Thank you again for your willingness to participate in the FTER Physics Expert Group
activities. I will keep you informed of the development of the International Expert
Groups.

Sincerely yours,

John Willis
Director, Science Division
Office of Fusion Energy Science
Office of Science

Distribution:

People on the Expert and Additional Expert list

c.c. D. Baldwin, T. Simonen - GA
R. Goldston, R. Hawryluk, N. Sauthoff; PPPL
M. Porkolab, I. Hutchinson - MTT
M. Saltmarsh, P. Mioduszewski - ORNL
K. Thomassen, Bick Hooper - LLNL
R. Siemon-LANL
R. Fonck, Univ. of Wisconsin
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US Experts
Core Transport and Internal Barrier Physics

E. Synakowski (PPPL); US Leader
P. Gohil (GA)
R. Perkins (PPPL/DIII-D)

Confinement Database and Modeling
W. Houlberg (ORNL); US Leader
D. Mikkelson (PPPL)
J. DeBoo (GA)

MHD, Disruptions, and Plasma Control
J. Manickam (PPPL); US Leader
I. Wesley (GA)
R. Granetz (MIT)

Edge and Pedestal Physics
R. Stambaugh (GA); US Leader
A. Hubbard(MTT)
J. F. Drake (Maryland)

Scrape-off Layer and Divertor Physics
G. Porter (LLNL); US Leader
B. Lipschultz (MIT)
A. Mahdavi (GA)

Energetic Particles, Heating, and Steady State
J. VanDam (Texas); US Leader
W. Nevins (LLNL)
C. Phillips (PPPL)

Diagnostics
K. Young (PPPL); US Leader
R. Snider (GA)
R. Boivin (MIT)

Plasma Surface Interactions (Subgroup of SOL &
Divertor Physics)

Additional US Experts

P. Diamond (UCSD)
E. Doyle (UCLA)
M. Kotschenreuther (IFS)

J. Snipes (MIT)
G. Bateman (Lehigh)
A. Kritz (Lehigh)
R. Waltz (GA)
S. Kaye (PPPL)

W. Park (PPPL)
D. Buimer (LLNL)
L. Sugiyama (MIT)
M. Rosenbluth (UCSD)
S. Jardin (PPPL)
T. Strait (GA)
R. LaHaye (GA)
D. Humpries (GA)
G. Navratil (Columbia)

T. Osborne (GA)
T. Carlstrom (GA)
R. Groebner (GA)
T. Rognlien (LLNL)

M. Wade (ORNL)
C. Stotler (PPPL)
S. Krashnenikov (MIT)
D. Braams(NYU)
G. Vlases (Washington)
S. Pitcher (MIT)
M. Festermacher (LLNL)
T. Leonard (GA)

R. Nazikian (PPPL)
B.N. Breizman (IFS)
H.L. Berk (Texas)
L. Chen (UC Irvine)
R. Prater (GA)

L. Johnson (PPPL)
T. Peebles (UCLA)
G. Wurden (LANL)

J. Brooks (ANL)
D. Whyte (UCSD)
R. Bastasz (SNL)
C. Skinner (PPPL)
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TAC MEMBERSHIP

EU:

Dr. A. Andreani
Dr. J. Jacquinot
Dr. D. Robinson
Prof. F. Troyon

JA:

Prof. M. Fujiwara, TAC Chair
Prof. S.I. Itoh
Prof S. Tanaka
Dr. K. Soda

RF:

Prof. V.P. Smirnov
Dr. V.G. Kuchinski
Dr. A.K. Shikov
Prof. V.A. Shishkin

US:

Prof. G. Navratil
Dr. P. Rutherford
Dr. P. Sheffield
Dr. R. Stambaugh
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1. Introduction and Background

Six years of international collaborative work within the framework of the ITER
EDA Agreement culminated in the ITER Final Design Report, Cost Review and
Safety Analysis [1] which was approved by the'ITER Council in June 1998. The
FDR provided the first comprehensive design of a fusion reactor based on well
established physics and technology. Its design fulfilled the overall programmatic
objective of ITER - to demonstrate the scientific and technological feasibility of
fusion energy for peaceful purposes - and complied with the detailed technical
objectives and technical approaches adopted by the ITER Parties at the start of the
EDA.

At the time of the FDR's acceptance, the ITER Parties, recognising the possibility
that they might be unable, for financial reasons, to proceed to the construction of
the then foreseen device, deemed it prudent to make available option(s) for ITER
whose costs would be reduced by reducing ITER's detailed technical objectives
and possibly decreasing the technical margins while maintaining the overall
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programmatic objective of ITER. The ITER Council therefore established a
Special Working Group (SWG), to be assisted by the Director, and charged it, inter
alia, to "propose technical guidelines for possible changes to the detailed
technical objectives and overall technical margins, with a view to establishing
option(s) of minimum cost still satisfying the overall programmatic objective of
the ITER EDA Agreement. " In their subsequent report to the ITER Council, the
SWG proposed revised guidelines for Performance and Testing Requirements,
Design Requirements, and Operation Requirements, noting that "preliminary
studies suggest that the direct capital costs of ITER can be reduced
significantly by targeting the less demanding performance objectives
recommended..." and expressing the view that "these less demanding
performance objectives will satisfy the overall programmatic objectives of the
ITER Agreement even though these performance objectives are necessarily less
than those that could be achieved with the present [FDR] design."

The technical guidelines proposed by the SWG were adopted in June 1998 by the
ITER Council who asked the Director "to continue efforts with high priority
toward establishing, with the assistance of the JCT and Home Teams, option(s) of
minimum cost aimed at a target of approximately 50% of the direct capital cost of
the present design with reduced detailed technical objectives, which would still
satisfy the overall programmatic objective of ITER. The work should follow the
adopted technical guidelines and make the most cost-effective use of existing
design solutions and their associated R&D."

This paper provides a first report on design studies undertaken by the JCT of
Reduced Technical Objective/ Reduced Cost (RTO/RC) option(s) for ITER.

In keeping with the state of progress of the work at this stage, the report outlines
the key issues involved in approaching the revised detailed technical objectives,
drawing on the database established through the ITER EDA to date, and
highlights the choices and trade-offs that need to be made between performance
margins and cost reductions.

The process of convergence of the design to a single option, and its
documentation in an Outline Design Report (ODR) is still underway. The studies
reported here therefore do not yet lead to a specific proposal of a design for a
device with frozen parameters. Rather they provide arguments to guide the
choice between different possible options which appear to satisfy the technical
objectives and meet the reduced cost target.

In order to provide a basis for rigorous exploration and quantification of the
issues and costings, two representative options were selected for deeper
consideration and their parameters frozen: IAM (Intermediate aspect ratio
machine, high toroidal field) with a single null divertor and a slightly vertically
asymmetric magnetic configuration across the equatorial plane, and LAM (low
aspect ratio machine, low toroidal field), vertically symmetric, lower aspect ratio
and able to support (if proved useful) a double null plasma. These options appear
to span the appropriate range of aspect ratio and magnetic field. Within the two
options other design variants can be considered to achieve the degree of
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flexibility needed in order to make it possible to reach the target of 50% reduction
of capital cost compared to the FDR-ITER.

Another aim of this report is to assess and quantify the possibility and interest to
operate the machine with H for a longer period (5 years for example) than just
the commissioning phase (2.5 years) assuming availability of the Heating and
Current Drive power (50-100 MW). If possible, this phase will allow
establishment of operating modes to maximise the efficiency of the following DT
burn phase, optimisation of some auxiliary systems before the full DT operation,
and deferral of the associated investment, decreasing the needed cash flow
during the main construction period.

The FDR and related documents provide the reference point for the design work
and supporting analysis and hence for the technical content presented.

As requested by the ITER Council, the reported design work relies on the use of
results from the R&D in physics and in technology, and on design concepts
already detailed and analysed during the phase of the EDA leading up to the FDR.
This is necessary to limit the additional R&D to be undertaken and to make
possible the completion, within the period of the EDA extension, of a detailed
design and credible cost estimate to enable a decision to construct and operate
ITER.

2. Programmatic and Technical Objectives of ITER

The overall programmatic objective of ITER, as defined in the ITER EDA
Agreement, — "to demonstrate the scientific and technological feasibility of
fusion energy for peaceful purposes." — continues to guide the EDA during its
extension period.

The revised technical objectives recommended by the SWG and adopted by the
ITER Council in June 1998 are as set out in the panel overleaf.

In the area of plasma performance, the principal difference from the previous
requirements is a reduction in the performance objective for inductive operation
(controlled ignition) to a less demanding, DT- burn (finite-Q objective) which
would still not preclude the possibility of controlled ignition under optimistic
assumptions. The quantitative requirement is essentially unchanged from that
originally proposed for demonstrating steady state operation using non-
inductive current drive in reactor-relevant regimes.

The philosophy underlying the revised technical objectives can be characterised
as providing less performance than the FDR design in order to minimise costs
whilst still satisfying the implicit mission of ITER of providing, in one step, a
link from current fusion experiments to a first demonstration fusion power
station (DEMO).
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RTO/RG ITER —Revised Technical Objectives

Performance and Testing Requirements

Plasma Performance

The device should:
• achieve extended burn in inductively driven plasmas with the ratio of fusion power to

auxiliary heating power of at least 10 for a range of operating scenarios and with a duration
sufficient to achieve stationary conditions on the timescales characteristic of plasma
processes.

• aim at demonstrating steady-state operation using non-inductive current drive with the ratio
of fusion power to input power for current drive of at least 5.

In addition, the possibility of controlled ignition should not be precluded.

Engineering Performance and Testing

The device should:
• demonstrate the availability and integration of technologies essential for a fusion reactor

(such as superconducting magnets and remote maintenance);
• test components for a future reactor (such as systems to exhaust power and particles from the

plasma);
• Test tritium breeding module concepts that would lead in a future reactor to tritium self-

sufficiency, the extraction of high grade heat, and electricity production.

Design Requirements

• Engineering choices and design solutions should make maximum appropriate use of the
existing R&D database (technology and physics) developed for [TER.

• The choice of machine parameters should be consistent with margins that give confidence in
achieving the required plasma and engineering performance.

• The design should be capable of supporting advanced modes of plasma operation under
investigation in existing experiments, and should permit a wide operating parameter space to
allow for optimising plasma performance.

• The design should be confirmed by the scientific and technological database available at the
end of the EDA.

• Inductive flat top capability - 300-500 s
• Operation limited to a few 10s of thousands of pulses
• Able to support equilibria with high bootstrap current fraction and plasma heating

dominated by alpha particles.
• Average neutron flux > 0.5
• Average fluence > 0.3 MWa/m2

• Option for later installation of tritium breeding blanket should not be precluded

Overation Requirements

Burning plasma experiments should address confinement, stability, exhaust of helium ash,
and impurity control in plasmas dominated by alpha particle heating.
Steady state experiments should address issues of non-inductive current drive and other means
for profile and burn control and for achieving improved modes of confinement and stability.
Operating modes should be determined' having sufficient reliability for nuclear testing.
Provision should be made for low-fluence functional tests of blanket modules to be conducted
early in the experimental programme. Higher fluence nuclear tests will be mainly dedicated
to DEMO-relevant blanket modules in the above flux and fluence conditions.
The device is anticipated to operate for - 20 years. It is assumed that there will be an
adequate tritium supply from external sources throughout the operational life.
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3 Plasma Performance, Operation Limits, and Operation Plan

3.1 System Studies

As a first approach to identifying designs meeting the revised objectives, system
codes have been used which summarise in quantitative form the inter-
relationships among the main plasma parameters, physics design constraints and
engineering features and can be combined with costing algorithms.

Among physics constraints, the plasma thermal energy confinement time is
assumed to follow the ITER H-mode database (H.DB3). Similarly the power
flowing across the separatrix bounding the confined plasma (P|osS) should be
larger than the power threshold (PL-H) for the transition between L and H modes
scales is as documented in the ITER Physics Basis.

When a set of consistent overall parameters is chosen for a DT burning tokamak
device with a finite Q, using frozen physics design rules, engineering concepts
and limits, four key parameters — aspect ratio, peak toroidal field, elongation,
and burn flux — are intimately linked, allowing options in the systems analysis
to be characterised principally by the aspect ratio (A). On this basis the system
studies indicate domains of feasible design space, with varying aspect ratios
between 2.5 and 3.5, able to meet the reduced requirements, with a shallow cost
function across the range.

Studies show that reducing the technical objectives without changing the nature
of the design is not enough on its own to achieve the 50% cost target. Further
design changes, compared to the design of ITER documented in the Final Design
Report (FDR), are necessary. They consist mainly of reductions, as far as is
reasonable, in technical margins, and in improving/optimising engineering
design towards reduced manufacturing costs, while at the same time, and very
importantly, seeking to benefit fully from R&D results in physics and technology.
The key changes affecting the systems studies (for a fuller review of proposed
design changes see section 4) are reflected in the two examples of candidate ITER
machines already mentioned, LAM and LAM (see Table 3.1-1 and cross section
Figures 3.1-1 and 3.1-2 in comparison to the FDR ITER of Figure 3.1-3), which
cover the acceptable range of aspect ratio. Another example (HAM), with a larger
aspect ratio of 3.5, was initially considered but rejected because of too limited
access to the plasma.

In comparison with the FDR-ITER, the main changes for LAM and IAM come
from:
• the need to maintain the largest plasma volume, at the expense of a

reduced divertor volume, increased neutron heating of the winding
because of reduced shield thickness, and the elimination of the blanket
backplate, with the bolting of blanket modules and the welding of their
coolant channels directly to the vessel;

• a higher elongation and triangularity for the plasma shape just within
physics limits supported by the experimental database;
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• the use of wedged toroidal field (TF) coils with a segmented central
solenoid and poloidal field (PF) coils in a quasi-symmetrical configuration
above and below the equatorial plane to handle a higher plasma
elongation and triangularity within power supply limits;

• the need to maintain the largest possible port access, at the expense of the
reduced intercoil mechanical structure.

These new features lead to some consequences, among which are:
• the need to engineer suitably robust plasma vertical stability to take

advantage of such plasma elongation and triangularity, using a close
fitting vacuum vessel with copper cladding on the inner shell: higher
elongation would have required passive internal saddle coils, and even
higher the use of active coils inside the vessel;

• the increased triangularity, with increased elongation of the plasma
separatrix, leads to shorter divertor legs compared to the FDR, bringing
into question the ability to limit the power density on the divertor target to
acceptable values.

Table 3.1-1 Parameters of IAM and LAM options (inductive operation).

R[m]

a[m]

IP[MA]

B0[T]

Aspect Ratio

q95

Peak TF[T]

Plasma External surface [m2]

Plasma Volume [m3]
Elongation (separatrix)

Avge. Triangularity (separatrix)

Number of TF coils

TFEnergy[GJ]

IAM

6.20

1.90

13.3

5.51

3.26

3.00

12.4

632

726

1.83

0.43

18

44

LAM

6.45

2.33

17

4.23

2.77

3.00

10

824

1177

1.92

0.49

20

32
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Figure 3.1-1: Elevation view of IAM
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Figure 3.1-2: Elevation view of LAM
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3.2 Plasma Performance Projection

3.2.1 Inductive Operation

The parameters of both IAM and LAM have been chosen such that they have the
same margin with respect to confinement at Q=10 and at reference values of
plasma parameters and additional heating power. The lowest H H factor
compatible with achieving Q = 10 and obeying operational limits is H H ~ 0.8 in
both cases.

The overall operational domain for inductive operation with Q=10 for IAM &
LAM can be summarised in the two graphs of Figure 3.2.1-1 which plot fusion
power as a function of the H H factor. These plots reflect the results of many
modelling cases using the PRETOR code, which includes a divertor model
benchmarked against present experiments. The modelling assumptions are the
same as those used in the FDR analysis. The graphs indicate the domain (shaded
area) - in terms of range of fusion power and HH factor - that obeys the following
limits: «/HGW < 1/ Ploss/Pui > 1 ar*d PN < 2.5. The domain indicates that the
fusion power is limited at the upper end by the beta limit and at the lower end by
the L-H power threshold. In absolute terms these fusion power limits are similar
between the design variants. As confinement is reduced, maintaining the fusion
power requires an increase in the plasma density. Reference plasma parameters
for Q=10 inductive operation in LAM and IAM are indicated in Table 3.2.1-1.

Fusion Power (MW)

800.0.

Fusion Power (MW)

200.Q

Fig. 3.2-la. IAM Q=10 domain. Fig. 3.2-lb. LAM Q=10 domain.
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Table 3.2.1-1 Reference plasma parameters for Q=10 in IAM & LAM

Zeff

fBe

H H

PN

Pauxiliary [MW]

<Te> [keV]

<T;> [keV]

<ne> [1019]

<ne> /nGreenwald

IAM

1.9

2%

1.0

2.25

50

11

9.9

10.2

0.87

LAM

2.0

2%

1.0

2.25

50

11.35

10.36

8.26

0.83

Q

Pfusion [MW]

Core radiation [MW]

Ploss [MW]

PL_H@nominal ne

Wthermal [MJ]

P[%]

tauE[s]

tauHe/taug

IAM

10

500

43

108

97

346

2.86

3.20
3

LAM

10.50
525

48

111

69

452

3.88

4.08
5

Ignition is not precluded in either IAM or LAM but the ignition domain is
marginally smaller under nominal conditions and would require operating very
close to the limits mentioned above: higher density ne/nGreenwald = 1/ PN values
above 2.5, and good confinement HH > 1. These stringent operational
requirements can be relaxed significantly by operating at higher plasma current
(q95 - 2.6 instead of q95 ~ 3)

To illustrate the concept of margin and its relation with design parameters, it can
be shown that for finite Q values and keeping constant engineering constraints, a
small decrease in size - for instance from 6.2 to 5.8m in the Q = 10 case reduce the
operational domain to a single point. Such a size variation is proportionally
much smaller than for an ignition device. While the with precise location of the
design points depends on the values of the engineering constraints assumed, the
narrowness of the variation shows how sensitive the device performance can be
to small variations of the engineering constraints, thus requiring their
optimization.

3.2.2 Steady State Operation with Non-inductive Current Drive

In the simulations, the fusion power and Q depend largely on Zeff, HH and
plasma current. Under inductive operation, these three main drivers are either
fixed or extrapolated from present experiments by modelling. Under non-
inductive operation, none of these quantities are fixed.

The plasma current is driven partly by a self-generated bootstrap current and
partly by external means at various efficiencies depending on the method, all
dependent on internal plasma parameters and profiles. The energy confinement
time depends on the appearance of an internal transport barriers (ITB),
characterised by its radial location and by the magnitude by which transport is
reduced inside. The value of Zeff is deduced from the same divertor model as in
the inductive case. However, due to the ITB, the core density may be peaked, and
thus also the impurity level. Therefore, the simulations cannot accurately
estimate the fusion power and Q in non-inductive mode. Nevertheless, they
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indicate that Q is most sensitive to HH and the product of current drive efficiency
and power (i.e. y*PcD/ where j* is the usual figure of merit for current drive
efficiency in 102° MA/MW/m* at T = lOkeV).

Analysis and simulations (see nominal results in Table 3.2.2-1) indicate that, with
an efficient and powerful off-axis current drive system - about 100 MW of, for
instance, 1 MeV NB or LHCD (y*PcD ~ 25-30), only a modest confinement
improvement (HH > 1) would be required in either IAM or LAM to achieve
0=5.

Table 3.2.2-1 Typical parameters for IAM and LAM devices under
non-inductive operation.

Parameter
R (m)
a (m)
BT(T)

Ip (MA)

<?95
As
H H

IAM
6.37
1.73
5.38
9.1

1.93
4.4
0.44
1.25

LAM
6.62
2.16
4.14
11.1
1.93
4.1
0.40
1.25

Parameter
n/«GW
PN

Ploss/PLH
<«el9>
<T> (keV)
Pp
Pius (MW)
Pco(°n/off axis)

IAM
1.0
3.4
2.3
9.9

11.3
1.98
500

20/80

LAM
1.0
3.6
2.9
7.8
10.9
1.63
500

20/80

With lower efficiencies, as would be the case for instance with ECCD, a significant
confinement improvement would be required (HH ̂  1-5 for y*PcD ~ 5-10). In
turn, this confinement improvement can in principle be achieved by establishing
a strong ITB at 60% of the minor radius. Although such barriers have been
observed, their extrapolation to ITER in steady state is unclear.

The required normalised beta values needed for Q = 5 are estimated to be from 3
to 4 depending on the current drive figure of merit. The highest external current
drive values - by a combination of efficiency and injected power - require the
smallest normalised beta, whereas lower current drive requires a larger (3N.

Non-inductive operation may reach Q = 5 in both IAM and LAM providing a
large amount - in excess of 50 MW and close to 100 MW - of efficient off-axis
current drive power is applied. The plasma purity must be strictly controlled (Zeff
< 2) in these high input power, low density discharges. Because of its higher
aspect ratio, the requirements in terms of HH and PN values to achieve Q = 5 are
more modest for IAM as compared to LAM: typically 10% smaller H H and 10%
smaller PN- However, this systematic difference might not be significant when
compared to the uncertainties in Zeff, current drive and pressure profiles.

3.2.3 Operational Limits

In inductive operation, the H-mode confinement scaling comes from a database
of experimental discharges, which by intention stay clear of any limits, such as
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beta or density. Reference values for achieving Q = 10 in IAM or LAM need to be
PN = 2.2 and rie/nGreenwald = 0.8.

• It is observed, but not yet understood, that increasing density by gas puffing
during a Type I ELMy H-mode discharge degrades the confinement quality
when the ratio ne/nGreenwald reaches a value below unity, the precise
value increasing with the triangularity of the plasma shape. On the other
hand, pellet fuelling from the high field side has permitted good
confinement to be maintained up to ne/nGreenwald = 1-5- However, with
increasing triangularity it is also observed that ELM frequency decreases
and the energy loss per ELM increases. Above a threshold of 1 MJ/m2, a
dump of the energy from each ELM on the divertor target will cause
evaporation of the target material and reduce the divertor plate lifetime.
Therefore, large values of plasma elongation and triangularity are chosen
in IAM and LAM to ensure a good H-mode confinement at densities of 0.9
nGreenwald/ and mitigation of the effects of ELM energy loss on power
loading on the divertor target is expected according to preliminary
experimental results which need to be confirmed.

• The onset and growth of neoclassical tearing modes (NTM) usually limit
the achievable pi\j significantly below the ideal limit pj\j ~ 41;, for
monotonic current profile and broad pressure profile. To grow, these
modes require a finite seed island and a particular p value, and reach a
saturated island size (and hence confinement degradation) depending on (3
and collisionality. The reference value of PN for IAM and LAM is
predicted from the present database to be marginally at the threshold for
NTM. Therefore, it appears prudent to control triggering events (sawteeth
and Type I ELMs) as much as possible, and to be able to control NTM with
ECCD (modes "Vn=3/2,2/i).

In non-inductive current drive operation with Q=5, the required value of PN = 3-
4 exceeds the value for an unstable n=l kink mode without stabilising wall. In
this condition, the resistive wall mode (RWM) should occur, if it is not
controlled by external coils.

3.3 Operation Plan

Before starting operation leading to DT plasma burn, the RTO/RC ITER is
expected to go through operating phases in Hydrogen in order to commission the
entire ITER plant system in a non-nuclear environment. Nonetheless, the
performance predictions indicate that this initial phase of operation may in
addition yield significant scientific results in both inductive and non-inductive
steady-state operation.

H-mode confinement can be achieved in hydrogen discharges at a reduced
toroidal magnetic field in both IAM and LAM and reach high enough
normalised f3 ( P N =2.2-2.5) near the Greenwald density limit to test the stability
and confinement properties of the full DT burning plasma. In this operation, the
fusion figure of merit, M (=nTt), will be at least one order of magnitude larger
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than the values achieved in present day tokamaks with T[ ~Te conditions. From
the beginning of hydrogen operation, 100 MW additional heating capability is
desirable to secure a large H-mode operation space where stabilization of
neoclassical tearing modes can be studied, if present.

Non-inductive steady state operation in hydrogen plasma, even close to the full
current drive heating power, will require a large improvement in confinement
(HH>1-5) to operate at a plasma density compatible with the divertor.

Therefore, by having a sufficiently large heating and current drive power,
preferably close to 100 MW, the hydrogen phase operation would significantly
reduce uncertainties in design basis physics. An experimental period of 4-5 years,
including full commissioning of the whole non-nuclear ITER plant, will make it
possible to plan reliable and efficient operation for the subsequent DT burn
phase.

During that subsequent phase, the fusion power and burn pulse length will be
carefully and gradually increased until the plasma performance goal is reached.
Non-inductive steady-state operation will also be developed aiming at Q>5. In
parallel to these developments of plasma operation scenarios, DEMO-relevant
blanket modules will also be commissioned and subsequently functionally tested
whenever significant neutron fluxes are available.

The second stage of the full DT phase is expected also to last a decade, with
emphasis placed on improvement of overall performance and testing of
components and materials by higher neutron fluences. This phase should
address higher availability of the operation and further improved modes of
plasma operation. Implementation of this phase and, possibly, replacement of
part of the shielding blanket by a tritium breeding blanket should be decided
following a review of the results from the preceding operational phases and
assessment of merits and priorities of the programmatic proposals.

4 Engineering Design - Overview and Issues

The challenge of approaching the 50% target cost reduction for ITER while still
satisfying its programmatic objective has led to reconsideration of all features of
the FDR design. At the same time to avoid extensive new R&D the same
technical concepts and solutions developed and-qualified during the EDA should
be used. To reduce up-front.cost even further, and to reduce expenditure peaking,
attention has also been paid to design which permits staged installation. Several
changes concern physics assumptions and requirements which deliver a
reduction in cost through a reduction in overall machine size. However, size
reduction alone is not sufficient to meet the cost reduction target, and further
design simplifications are necessary. The proposed additional design changes
that have been studied so far are summarised below, along with the issues they
raise. These changes are illustrated for IAM and LAM parameters.
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4.1 Magnets

Main features of FDR ITJbiR design reconsidered

The FDR ITER magnet design was based on a monolithic layer-wound CS coil
used to buck the TF coils, with asymmetrically located independently powered PF
coils. This arrangement was sufficient for the moderate FDR ITER plasma
elongation, and from the structural viewpoint optimally used the radial build
while maximising the available flux for inductive drive. The TF coil mechanical
structure consisted of strong cases, restrained by crowns at the top and bottom of
the central column, and an outer intercoil structure.

The TF coil was wound using circular Nb3Sn conductors embedded in radial
plates, and operated above 12T at 4.5K. Incoloy jacketing was employed, running
the risk of dependence on a single manufacturer and the possibility of stress
accelerated grain boundary oxidation if there was a mistake in fabrication. All PF
coils were made from NbTi, with redundant sections, and wound two
conductors in hand, which aided electrical short detection. PF coils trapped
below the machine could be remotely replaced and rewound in situ at the bottom
of the pit.

Special high current (170 kA) power supplies were necessary to power the CS coil,
in particular the switch which should interrupt this current for the plasma
initiation.

Main proposed changes for RTO/RC ITER design

To access operation with higher plasma elongation and triangularity a segmented
central solenoid made from multiple pancakes is required. This implies the use
of a non-bucked TF coil system to allow electrical joints and connections to the
CS to be in the low field region between CS and TF. The large magnetic flux
crossing the inside TF coil legs requires a stronger support against out of plane
forces which is provided by wedging the coils (using friction between coil legs to
provide shear capability); the crowns are replaced by extended bolted and keyed
coil cases at the top and bottom of the inside legs, and the outer intercoil
structure is more extensive and with bolted shear plates in tension. Margin exists
to increase the nuclear heating density in the TF coil somewhat and, as a first
step, the blanket/vessel shielding thickness has. been reduced by 10 cm. Each TF
coil is paired electrically with its neighbour, halving the number of external
leads.

A reduced number of PF coils is now proposed, also reducing the number of
external leads. The volume devoted to the divertor will be reduced more than
proportionally to the global size, which allows a quasi-symmetric arrangement of
PF coils across the equatorial plane. Therefore, these can be electrically linked
above and below the equatorial plane so that the functions of plasma
current/shape control can be driven separately from stability control, minimising
power supply requirements. Trapped coils below the machine are designed for
redundancy not replacement. Increased plasma elongation leads to a very short
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time scale for vertical instability displacement, which has to be slowed down by a
passive shell inside the vessel with a long enough time constant. Partial copper
cladding on the vessel inner shell is proposed as a compromise to reduce active
control power; passive saddle coils and, eventually, active internal copper coils
would be necessary if higher degrees of elongation were considered.

It is proposed to reduce conductor design margins now considered over-
conservative according to the recently improved data base: the temperature
margin is halved to IK, and the strand-He heat transfer coefficient doubled. Two
extreme values of toroidal magnetic field have been considered: 10 and 12.5 T.
Depending on these values, different designs are recommended for the coil
winding. At the high field value, a design similar to the FDR ITER is retained as
the best compromise, with Incoloy-jacketed, circular conductor in radial grooved
plates. At low field, the proposed design uses square steel conductors wound in
pancakes. In the latter case, the opportunity to use NbTi strands cooled by 1.8 K
forced flow He allows some extra savings. In all cases, cost reductions could be
achieved by using a combination of Nb3Sn and NbTi in the same windings,
cooled at 4.5K, but of course at a penalty for complexity.

All PF coils can be made from NbTi, with the smaller diameter ones subcooled.
The CS coil is now able to operate at the same current as the other PF coils.

Issues to be clarified

With the above proposals, the matching between the side surfaces of the TF coil
inboard straight section to provide a symmetric vault and to keep stresses within
allowables now becomes a key issue. In current preliminary designs of the
extended cases at top and bottom, shear forces are difficult to resist at locations
where the coils are no more wedged, and locally overload keys between coils. In
the outer intercoil structure, tension is large and toroidal bolts are currently at
their limits. For the CS coil, which is no longer loaded in compression by the TF
coil during operation, fatigue may become an issue, although the number of
cycles have been reduced by 40% compared to the FDR ITER. Use of square
Incoloy jacket, reinforced by welded strips, remains the best choice, against this
issue. A new concept for the CS, using probably Ti thin circular jacket, to which
two U shaped steel bars are added and welded during the final winding, may be
considered to avoid the unique source of Incoloy procurement. However, this
new solution will require new R&D, whose cost and timescale are probably not
entirely justified given the satisfactory R&D results, presently available, on the
use of Incoloy.

On the TF coil conductor and winding choice, insulation loads are more
important in the absence of radial plates, and the possibility of short detection is
not available with the square conductor design. It may be possible to simplify the
manufacture of the radial plates to reduce their cost. Some PF coils which are also
now wound one in hand, have no short detection capability.
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Regarding the use of superfluid 1.8 K cooling of NbTi conductor in LAM-type
configurations, confirmation of the high current cable performance will be
necessary. Increased cryoplant costs are not thought to be an issue.

The quantity and distribution of copper cladding on the VV inner shell is a
compromise between providing enough passive resistance to plasma vertical
instabilities and causing too large poloidal currents, stresses and/or buckling, in
the VV during a TF coil fast discharge, whose time constant has a direct impact
on the conductor current density. This optimisation is incomplete at present
pending the consideration of passive copper saddle coils. Another issue is the
plasma parameter (Kx, qx, li, PN) range which should be considered for
stabilisation.

Before considering implementation of active internal coils, it will be necessary to
assess the extent of support in the plasma physics database for the higher
performance postulated for a higher plasma elongation.

4.2 Vacuum Vessel/In-vessel Components & Water Cooling System

Main features of FDR 11 bR design reconsidered

In the FDR ITER design, blanket modules were mounted on a backplate to allow
high temperature blanket operation while maintaining a low temperature
vacuum vessel primary confinement boundary. Module cooling manifolds were
formed by the double-walled backplate. Modules were attached to the backplate
at a central pin and by radially stiff flexible attachments, with low tolerance keys
between modules to resist electromagnetic forces. Local forces from module
attachments were supported by the backplate, which transmitted only their
resultant forces to the VV. Single and double curved shielding blanket modules
with an integral first wall (a sandwich of Be-Cu-Steel) were used.

Divertor cassettes were mounted and locked on toroidal rails with pumping
space below the cassette. The cassette body was assumed to be made of two cast
halves machined and welded together. Divertor PFCs were divided according to
function, and some contained multiple armours on the same component.

The water coolant inlet temperature for blanket modules and divertor cassettes
was set at 140°C to avoid copper embrittlement during irradiation. Pressure
around 4 MPa provided enough subcooling to obtain a large enough critical heat
flux. In addition it allowed baking to 240°C. The vacuum vessel could passively
remove by natural convection the decay heat of all in-vessel components under
loss of their own cooling. 10 loops were required for blanket cooling, with a
considerable number of inboard and outboard pipes crossing the W boundary,
and 4 loops were required for the divertor. The large number of loops was
necessary to limit the pressure inside the HTS vaults in case of a LOCA, according
to the full confinement policy. The maximum baking temperature of the vessel
was 200°C.
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Main proposed changes for RTO/RC ITER design

A major change envisaged for the RTO/RC ITER is the removal of the backplate
and the direct connection of blanket modules to the vessel but with similar
flexible attachment. This was done to minimise radial build, and to simplify
initial assembly and remote sector replacement. It requires blanket coolant
channels to be recessed in the vessel inner wall. The blanket module body should
now be 50 mm thicker, to reduce thermal stresses in the vessel and provide
enough neutron shielding. A separable First Wall is proposed to reduce radwaste
and it would be faceted to reduce fabrication costs and EM forces during
disruption. The vessel segmentation is halved to allow larger factory units and
require less on-site assembly. Magnetic diagnostics are now attached to the vessel
surface, and can be installed largely in the factory.

For the divertor, the toroidal rails are proposed to be moved further to outboard
and inboard, strengthening the divertor support and allowing the divertor to sit
lower down in the vessel. The remote handling scheme is simplified (see below).
PFCs would be grouped more according to armour material and are less
toroidally segmented. The cassette body would be cast as a single component with
simpler coolant layout, better access for vacuum pumping, and easier
manufacture.

Copper embrittlement data now indicates less constraint on the design, which
would allow the blanket inlet temperature to be reduced to 100°C, but keeping
the same amount of subcooling. In these conditions, the same confinement
policy leads to a reduction of the number of blanket loops to 3 or 4 with
corresponding savings, and the use of one single vault above the machine to
accommodate the heat exchange equipment. The vessel baking temperature
needs to be raised to the same temperature as the blanket, 240°C, to give
acceptable tritium recovery.

Issues to be clarified

Electromagnetic loads from blanket modules now interact locally with the vessel.
Preliminary analysis shows stress levels in the vessel are within allowables but
more categories of loading conditions need to be studied. Welding around
module attachments may introduce local distortions, and the attachment points
increase the complexity of shield plates and their installation.

In-service inspection of the vessel is again done by continuously monitoring the
vacuum of the vessel and the cryostat, but for the RTO/RC ITER it relies also on
checking for water leaks from blanket cooling to vessel cooling system by
inference from the level of tracers added to the blanket coolant. The vessel
coolant may be pressurised so that leaks, if any, would not contaminate the
vessel. Reduced segmentation of the vessel adds to the transport weight (typically
1.4 x FDR).
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Regarding module design, the appropriate method of attachment of the FW to
the module needs further investigation, as do planned manufacturing
simplifications.

In the divertor, the increased target angle with higher elongation and
triangularity creates increased loads and complexity in the cooling of the vertical
targets. The issues surrounding grouping of PFCs need further resolution. Any
relative cost/benefit from using large components with multiple armours versus
more smaller components with single armours needs a careful manufacturing
assessment. For the cassette body the question is whether a single casting is the
most cost effective process.

4.3 Port Systems

Main Proposed Changes for RTO/RC ITER from FDR Design

• The maximum pellet size must be reduced to maintain the same plasma
density perturbation limit. However, since the required fuelling rate has not
decreased, the frequency of maximum size pellet injection must be more than
doubled.

• The number of cryopumps necessary for the reduced burn time would be
6-8 depending on the configuration. These would be regenerated between pulses.
For steady state operation with overlapping regeneration, 10 pumps would be
required.

• Due to the planned deferral of operation in tritium and the reduced
tritium permeation now considered likely, the cheaper combined electrolysis
catalytic exchange is now proposed for cleanup of tritiated water, instead of
vapour phase catalytic exchange.

• Regarding heating systems, it is proposed to install only 2 NB injectors
instead of 3 and one Diagnostic NB (DNB). It appears difficult now to combine
the DNB with the NB Injector ports. The injectors would use vacuum insulated
beam sources. For the RF systems, only IC suffers significantly from the ITER
downsizing, requiring more than double the power density on the antenna
compared to the FDR ITER. A multi-section antenna concept is proposed, which
requires fewer main transmission lines per antenna. All RF systems, IC, EC, LH,
are being designed to provide 20 MW/port, with a uniform port plug design.

• With the longer H phase considered, installation of DT diagnostics can be
deferred, but more H-related diagnostics may be required in the startup set. The
upper port which was previously vertical for diagnostics installation is now
radial, and provides more useful space.

Issues to be clarified

In the fuel cycle, any overload of the proposed water detritiation method would
need to be handled by storage of excess tritiated water.
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In heating systems the higher power antenna required for IC H&CD would
benefit from a performance demonstration on existing tokamaks.

Viewing systems (used for global in-vessel inspection and metrology between
operations) need to be reconsidered jointly with diagnostics looking at the first
wall during plasma operation. The issue is whether vertical ports are necessary
again.

4.4 Plant Service Systems, Buildings and Plant Layout

Principles guiding the site layout are unchanged from the FDR ITER because
almost all functions of plant services for the RTO/RC ITER remain similar.
However, a new concept for the main tokamak building is proposed, taking
benefit from relocating the vacuum vessel pressure suppression system above
the machine and providing only one large upper heat transfer system vault. The
essential volume distribution around the cryostat at different floor levels (radial
cells around the concrete bioshield, accessible from surrounding gallery) is
maintained as in FDR, but the pit is now a shallow one (-10 m instead of - 50m)
and the crane span is reduced from 60m to 38m: all these changes maximise the
cost reduction.

With the same goal, successive use is proposed of the same buildings or
structures for different needs during construction and operation (e.g. assembly
hall used for installation of heating system services, PF coils manufacturing hall
to house cryogenic cold boxes).

The main issue to face comes from the following: the plant services remain
functionally similar to the FDR ITER, but their costs do not decrease
proportionally to their quantitative requirements.

4.5 Tokamak Assembly & Maintenance

Main Proposed Changes for RTO/RC llfcR Design

The proposals to remove the backplate and to halve the vessel sectoring
(assembling two coils with a vessel double sector in the vertical orientation)
greatly reduce the space, equipment, inspection and work necessary on site, and
hence cost for the assembly.

It is also proposed to mount the blanket in vessel transporter in a movable cask
containing the rails and their deployment system. This means that initially only
one IVT is required to reach anywhere in the machine (a second could be
purchased in time if needed for a full blanket refurbishment). The payload limit
can now be greater (-4.5 t) due to reduced torques with the reduced dimensions
of the RTO/RC ITER candidate machines, and this helps to keep blanket
segmentation to a minimum. Since the divertor is now lighter than in the FDR
ITER, it is proposed to replace the many movers of the FDR maintenance scheme
with a single cantilever multifunctional mover. This is able to move all divertor
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cassettes into radial position ready for the toroidal mover, as well as to handle
the vacuum pumps. Only 2 ports would be needed for divertor maintenance,
since the FDR showed that divertor replacement is limited by transfer and hot
cell logistics. It is proposed now that transfer casks dock directly with the vessel
ports. Radiation levels have been shown to be sufficiently low that removal of
cryostat port flange and bioshield covers on ports can be done hands-on assisted.

Issues to be clarified

The amount of custom machining of blanket module attachments in order to
achieve the required position tolerance needs to be assessed. With some of the
options studied (e.g. IAM-type) maintenance access requires the divertor ports to
be inclined. Regarding docking to the vessel, dose levels have to be maintained
inherently low after several dockings, or adequate cleanup procedures have to be
instituted.

5 Safety and Environmental Characteristics

The comprehensive assessment presented in the FDR Safety Chapter and in the
Non-Site Specific Safety Report (NSSR-2) demonstrated the safety and
environmental attractiveness of ITER. It further indicated that the design can be
expected to be licensable in any of the sponsoring Parties with a minimum of
site-specific adaptation. These same positive results are expected for the
RTO/RC-ITER options because the basic design concepts as well as the safety goals
and objectives are similar to those for the FDR ITER design. To date,
evaluations of the options confirms this expectation.

The plant design, safety assessment, and safety approach described in NSSR-2
serve as the framework within which proposed changes are evaluated. The
safety criteria and requirements presented in the General Safety and
Environmental Design Criteria (GSEDC) and the General Design Requirements
Document (GDRD) remain valid except for some revisions to requirements and
guidelines based on updated activation and dose calculations.

In addition, a number of specific proposed design changes require detailed
assessment e.g. the effect of eliminating the backplate, the benefit of reducing to
200 kPa the maximum accidental pressure on the design of VV penetrations and
the attached equipment, the potential for eliminating the stack from the design,
and a reduced number of coolant loops.

With regard to effluents, no significant overall changes compared to the FDR
design are expected for RTO/RC-ITER options. The waste masses for LAM and
IAM , estimated relative to the FDR design, using a scaling approach, appear to be
reduced by about 40-50% from those of FDR. The planned introduction of a
separate FW will strongly reduce the amount of mixed waste. Similarly, as
reported in the FDR, components from the W outward, including the vacuum
vessel itself, may decay to the levels of unconditional clearance, or of clearance
for recycling, in less than 100 years.
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Operational considerations include increased emphasis on staged operation with
an extended non-nuclear phase with hydrogen plasmas. This extended non-
nuclear phase will permit more extensive and more precise evaluation of the
operational and safety characteristics of the plant before commencing nuclear
operations.

6 Cost Studies

The objectives of cost estimates for the RTO/RC options for ITER are:

1) to evaluate the feasibility of a considerable capital cost reduction (up to
50%) as compared with the FDR machine;

2) to understand the impact scaling on the cost of various machine and
plant systems and to reveal those systems that require special effort to
achieve the required cost reduction;

3) to provide the cost basis for comparison of different machine design
options.

Methodology

As in the FDR ITER, all the major cost issues have been addressed including the
capital cost of construction, the machine operation costs, and decommissioning.
However, at this stage, the major attention was paid to the capital cost reduction
in line with the revised objectives set. Special care has been taken to reveal the
possibilities of decreasing the initial construction cost by deferring the
investment associated with full DT operation.

To ensure a good confidence level for the revised cost estimates the detailed
system cost structures developed for the FDR design by the JCT with Home
Teams' industry were retained, and cost scaling was done, as far as reasonable, at
the component levels. This cost estimating methodology suffers from the same
difficulties and limits as described in the FDR, i.e. unknown site, unknown
procurement policies, undefined limits of responsibilities between participants to
procurement, economic conditions in the Parries not reflected in relative
monetary exchange rates etc... Therefore as in the case of FDR, it provides only
relative costs for the different systems and components. They are thus given in
klUA.

The same unit costs for materials and labour, as in FDR, were used. Also the
same allowances for indeterminates (mostly in relative form, as %, but
sometimes as absolute values) were applied.

Many of the ITER systems retained their basic design features. In such cases their
cost was simply scaled down within the same cost structure. For each system the
major cost drivers were identified to recalculate the component materials costs,
the tooling, the fabrication, assembly, testing and packing costs for shipping.

The amount of materials was typically associated with the number of
components and characteristic size or weight. The tooling cost driver was
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selected depending on the specific technological procedures used for each system.
Often this driver was used with power scaling factors less than 1, typically 0.7. A
similar approach was used for recalculating the labour costs associated with
fabrication, assembly, and testing.

Some new design options required the adjustment of the FDR cost structure and
identification of additional cost drivers. Such changes were applied, e.g., to the
toroidal field coils with heavy-walled square conductor and without radial plates,
to the multi-sectional central solenoid, to the vacuum vessel with added back
plate functions etc.

For many systems, especially related to the general Balance of Plant, the
possibilities were considered of deferring some costs to the stages of the ITER
operation discussed above. However, in the present cost estimates, the
distinction was made only between the initial and final construction costs, and
the detailed cash flow scenario will be developed later.

Cost results versus FDR

The cost studies (see summary in Table 6-1) showed that the major capital cost
savings both in absolute and relative terms were to be achieved in the magnet
systems, especially for the version of LAM' which uses NbTi superconductor in
the toroidal field coils. Allowing for the difference in the cryo-requirements, the
combined cost of the magnet systems and cryoplant for the LAM and IAM
options were about 40% of the FDR system cost. A cost lower than 50% was also
estimated for the main building.

Table 6-1 Summary of Cost Analysis
showing initial and final values and relation (%) to FDR

Magnets, Cryoplant and Pulsed Power Supply
W / B L / D V , TCWS, and Cryostat/TS
Machine Assembly and Remote Handling
Fuel Cycle
Instrumentation & Control

Subtotal

Buildings
Site Facilities/Balance of Plant/SSPS

Subtotal

Additional Heating
(100 MW FDR, 73 MW LAM/IAM)

FDR

^2274
1214
31C
171
201

417(

800
311

1111

363

Initial
898
74C
167
105
201

2111,

396
115
512

195-
263

LAM
% Final

61
54
61

100

511

5C
37
id

54-
7S

911
764
207
132
26f

2281

423
201
624

%
4C
63
67
77

132
55

53
65
56

IAM
Initialj %

1061
62?

164
io;
201

2156

396
112

47
52
53
6C

10C
52

5C
36

Final
1067
651
204
129
26<

2317,

423
191

508, 4d 614

195-
263

54
72

47
54
66
11

132
5f

s:
611
55,

Other major systems such as the blanket and vacuum vessel, divertor, cryostat
and pulsed power supply system, indicated scope for cost reduction approaching

" another version of LAM with Nb3Sn strands was estimated to cost 114 klUA more
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the target reductions, depending on the specifics of the design options in
question.

Due to the nature of some systems their cost could not be reduced to the required
overall 50%: remote handling equipment (67% of FDR), diagnostic system
(-100%), machine assembly and tooling (-65%), tritium plant (73%), Site
facilities (72%), steady state power supplies (72%), and balance of plant (63%).

From the cost analysis so far, some conclusions can be drawn:
• the estimates of total cost for IAM and LAM are essentially equal as their

difference, if any, is very small against the probable uncertainties of these
estimates.

• the global investment for the machine core (without auxiliary heating) for the
RTO/RC ITER amounts to 55% of the corresponding investment for the FDR
ITER, and only a small percentage can be deferred after the start of ITER
operations.

• as expected, the deferred amount is larger for Buildings and Site facilities;
here, the initial investment for RTO/RC ITER can be limited to 45% of the
corresponding FDR cost and the final cost is 55% of the FDR cost.

• for auxiliary heating and current drive systems, the unit cost per watt
delivered to plasma (kIUA/MW) for each system was estimated in the FDR
as:

l)NBI=3.80 2)EC=3.45 3)IC=2.35 4) LH=1.75
Therefore, for example, a combination compatible with the available port
layout, including two NT3 for 33 MW and two ports dedicated to RF systems,
i.e. 40 MW, will amount to an investment cost varying between 200 and 265
klUA for 73 MW total, depending on which RF system is chosen (lower or
higher unit cost). The investment quoted in FDR was 363 kTUA for 100 MW.

• the estimated operation cost is practically identical for both LAM and IAM
amounting to 150-175 klUA/year on average over the entire 20 years of the
plant operation life.

• decommissioning costs, for LAM or IAM scaled down as described above, are
about 200 kTUA or 65% of FDR.

Potential for Further Savings

For a number of systems, potential additional savings have been preliminarily
identified but not taken into account yet. For the main cost driving systems, they
would be the consequence of establishing, with the involvement of industry,
more efficient manufacturing processes, driving appropriate design
modifications; efforts along this policy should have the highest priority.

Cost Conclusions

The overall initial Plant cost is estimated at 50% of FDR for LAM and LAM. With
the deferred items, the overall final cost is 55% of FDR. Since the RTO/RC work
is at an earlier stage of development than the FDR, it is to be expected that the
uncertainties in the LAM and IAM cost estimates are larger than those quoted in
the FDR (in the range of ± 10%).
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The general objective of limiting the machine capital cost to 50% of that of the
FDR design, while still meeting the revised performance targets, seems feasible.
Since the major cost-cutting factor — the reduction in size — has already been
used in the present examples of LAM and IAM, any additional reductions of the
total plant cost from their present levels could be achieved only with further
strong effort in cost-wise optimising the design and technological solutions,
taking full advantage of any potential additional savings that might be realised
with the help of industry as mentioned above. Although this kind of
contribution to the cost savings should obviously come from all the individual
systems, it must be stressed that the final result will be strongly dependent on the
additional cuts that can be made to the cost of the most expensive systems — the
magnets with coil power supply and cryoplant, the buildings and facilities, the
blanket and vacuum vessel, the divertor and the tokamak cooling water system.

The costs of most of these items mainly depend on device size. Thus it is now
appropriate to review all the engineering and physics margins more closely,
guided by the results of the reported studies to determine how best to squeeze the
size by a few more percent so as to be confident of finally achieving an overall
total investment cost no greater than the target of 50% of the FDR level.

7 Construction Schedule

Because of its smaller machine and design improvement, it is expected that the
RTO/RC-ITER overall construction schedule might be reduced if required
compared to the FDR ITER.

Initial and background conditions for the construction planning are not changed
from the FDR. Since the regulatory approval process largely depends on which
Host Party is selected, the definition for the start date ("T"=0) of the Construction
Planning is maintained as the date at which the actual construction work of
excavation for the Tokamak Building is started immediately after the site license
or regulatory license is issued.

It is also again assumed that preparation of specifications /tender action /contract
orders for the longest lead items and critical buildings are complete before T=0
including sharing among Parties so as to permit placing of critical contracts at the
appropriate time.

The Plan is derived on the basis of a "just in time" procurement strategy to meet
the assembly and installation plan that is the shortest technically. The financial
constraints, if any, may force the schedule to be prolonged and a staged
construction strategy to be considered.

A first estimate of the RTO/RC ITER construction schedule has been evaluated
based on critical path analysis using the FDR schedule as a reference. 12 months
reduction in total is estimated in the area of the Tokamak Building and
Assembly. The construction period from the start of Excavation, T=0, to the first
Hydrogen Discharge is estimated about 8 years based on the "just-in-time"
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procurement strategy. The fabrication of the TF Coils is identified as critical as
well as the construction of the Tokamak Building.

8 Framework for convergence

As noted above, the two representative design points - LAM and IAM - were
selected and their parameters frozen in order to give a coherent basis for design
outlining and for rigorous analysis and study of the physics, engineering, safety
and cost characteristics of feasible options for meeting the revised technical
guidelines and cost targets set by the HER Council. Neither option should be
seen, at this stage, as a specific proposal for the reference design of the RTO/RC
ITER.

The focus on two specific fixed points has served the purpose of providing a
concrete appreciation of the feasibility of RTO/RC design of ITER and of the
related cost estimates and has brought to light a number of significant issues
which need to be clarified through Joint Work in the ITER frame so as to provide
the data on which the Parties can base a choice of design to be followed through
the rest of the ITER EDA extension period. These issues include
• the degree to which high elongation plasmas are supported by the physics

database, and the most appropriate level of complexity and operational
risk to allow in the engineering design to support such plasmas;

• the machine parameters providing an optimal compromise between Q=10
inductive operation and Q=5 steady state operation;

• the margin to be provided in any design in plasma current (q value), and
in heating and current drive power and its distribution between different
methods;

• the overall machine cost impact of eliminating the blanket backplate;
• which level of cost savings could be achieved by adoption of different

design solutions in the magnets, e.g. reduction in conductor strand
stability margins, conductor grading, alternatives to Incoloy;

• whether manufacturing methods for in-vessel components could lead to a
design improved further to minimise costs;

• whether it was possible to make further cost reductions in building layout
and balance of plant.

In order to develop an optimum option for -RTO/RC ITER, it is essential to
converge towards a common understanding, in quantitative terms, of the physics
and technical issues — a move which has been made difficult during recent
months by particular circumstances in each of the Parties. A joint JCT/Home
Team "Concept Improvement Task Force" has therefore been proposed by the
Director to the HT Leaders, to provide a joint framework within which to explore
and to clarify the pertinent issues and to work towards a convergence of views
which will lead to an agreed, coherent and comprehensive information set on
which to base the choice among the feasible options for RTO/RC ITER.
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The essential pre-condition for convergence to occur is to ensure that all actors
have, through guidance of IC and Parties, a common understanding of the cost
targets and other key boundary conditions for continued design.

At the same time it is most important to resume without delay and indeed to
strengthen the pattern of joint JCT/Home Team design work under the shared
supervision of the Director and Home Team leaders which had proved its
effectiveness in the period to July 1998.

9 Conclusions

1 Design Studies undertaken in response to the charge from the Extraordinary
ITER Council Meeting in July 1998 suggest that it is feasible to satisfy the ITER
programmatic objective along the revised technical guidelines with acceptable
margins, while achieving a cost reduction which approaches the target of 50%
of the estimated FDR direct capital costs.

2 Design changes have been articulated in two specific representative concepts
developed to allow identification and analysis of the physics, engineering and
cost issues.

3 Further design enhancements would be required to allow confidence that the
50% cost reduction target would be achieved in full. Issues to be resolved in
pursuing such enhancements have been identified.

4 A programme of Joint Work by a Concept Improvement Task force has been
established with a view to converging jointly towards a common
understanding of the issues and an agreed technical basis for selecting a final
set of parameters for the RTO/RC ITER.

5 The proposed framework for convergence requires:
• confirmation by the Parties of the applicable cost targets and other key

boundary conditions for the joint work;
• re-establishment and strengthening of the patterns of joint design work in

the ITER EDA frame.
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ROM 1999-03-10
Attachment 9

ITER TECHNICAL ADVISORY COMMITTEE
24-27 February, 1999

ITER Garching Joint Work Site, Germany

REPORT OF TAC MEETING

1. Introduction and background

The ITER Council 13 in July 1998 set the aim to achieve approximately 50% cost
reduction in JTER while maintaining its overall programmatic objective, endorsing the
revised technical objectives delineated by the Special Working Group (SWG), in its first
task. Accordingly, the point design meeting on the Reduced Technical Objectives /Reduced
Cost (RTO/RC) ITER was held at Garching Joint Work Site (JWS) in January 1999 to
allow the JCT and Home Teams to exchange views on machines with such objectives, and
to discuss in detail the design issues. This meeting was a follow-up of a meeting in Naka
in October 1998, which described generically some of the problems and identified further
work necessary before reaching a conclusion.

The report "Study of options on the Reduced Technical Objectives / Reduced Cost (RTO /
RC) TTER" produced based on the discussions at the point design meeting was aimed at
updating the earlier analyses, but not yet at reaching a conclusion on the single parameter
set on which to base future JTER construction. It showed that reducing the technical
objectives without changing the nature of the design was not enough on its own to achieve
the 50% cost target. It was therefore concluded that further design changes, compared to
the design of ITER documented in the "Final Design Report (FDR) of JTER" in July 1998,
would be necessary. The report considered mainly of reductions, as far as reasonable, in
technical margins, and in improving and optimising engineering design towards reduced
manufacturing costs, whilst at the same time, seeking to benefit from the R&D results in
physics and technology, acquired during the EDA period.

The purpose of the above report was to provide arguments to guide the choice between
different possible options; in order to provide a basis for rigorous exploration and
qualification of the issues and costing, two representative options were selected for
deeper study i.e., IAM and LAM.

According to the discussions at the ITER meeting held in Yokohama in October 1998, the
TAC is charged to conduct a thorough review of the document "Study of Options for the
Reduced Technical Objectives/Reduced Cost (RTO/RC) JTER," which was issued by the
Director on 12 February 1998.

Thirty-nine attendants, including the thirteen TAC members, eleven invited TAC experts
and two Home Team Leaders participated in the review. A total of eleven presentations,
related to the description of the above document, were given by the Joint central Team
(JCT) staffs.

2. Overall findings and advice from the TAC

(1) TAC acknowledges the dedicated efforts of the ITER Director, JCT members and
Home Team members for the preparation of the report "Study of Options for the
RTO/RC ITER" in a difficult situation created by the organisational changes in the
ITER EDA framework and with the limited resources available.
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(2) The TAC meeting was dedicated solely to the technical review of the options described
in the document "Study of Options for the RTO/RC HER." TAC notes that the above
report has to be viewed as a progress report, and not as an Outline Design Report.

(3) TAC concludes that the options described in the document "Study of Options for the
RTO/RC ITER" i.e., IAM and LAM satisfy the technical guidelines given in SWG task
1 report and approved in the ITER Council in June 1998.

(4) In the view of TAC, the preliminary cost estimate for options described in the report
is of the order of 50% of that for FDR. Reduction in size leads to operation nearer the
limits in physics and to some extent in engineering. Further work is necessary to
confirm the level of physics performance now required, and to confirm that technical
margins can be maintained at acceptable levels. In this respect, it is important to
identify the modifications of plasma parameters in conjunction with engineering
margins and manufacturing capabilities and their associated risks which could lead to
the possibility of further cost reduction. TAC recommends that the acceptable level of
risk should be defined by the Director, JCT and Home Team Leaders before a single
minimum cost design is chosen.

(5) TAC took notes on the following issues as major findings, related to the design
options presented to the meeting.
(a) The common features of LAM and IAM are

i. a reasonable operational margin of Q = 10
ii. a reasonable operational plasma density smaller than Greenwald density
iii. higher elongation and triangularity to improve the density limit, beta limit,

confinement and superior capability of steady-state operation
(b) The specific features of LAM and LAM are as follows.

I. LAM has better access, lower electromagnetic forces, better flexibility of
plasma configuration such as the possible operation of double null divertor.
and larger power threshold margin for L-H transition.

ii. IAM has better capability for the steady-state operation, higher Greenwald
density and higher average neutron flux.

(c) Variants of IAM and of LAM are also studied, which have a similar characteristics
as those of IAM and LAM. In addition, the sensitivity analysis, spanning the range
of parameters for IAM and LAM, was performed.

(d) The magnet and structural concept of the presented options are considered to be
sound. An additional analysis and possible R&D on NbTi "cable in conduit"
conductor behaviour is needed to make the final design selection.

(e) In accordance with the less demanding performance objectives recommended by
the SWG in its first task, the relative role of the heating and current drive systems
has increased when compared to alpha particle heating, both for extended burn
and aiming at demonstrating steady-state operation. The progress on R&D for all
the systems confirms their suitability for application to the RTO/RC ITER to fulfil
the above objectives. The systems are capable of being used for heating and with
increased emphasis on current drive to meet the requirements of steady-state
operation and for the mode stabilisation.

(f) The same diagnostic technique and designs are applicable and transferable from
the FDR to RTO/RC ITER.

(g) The appropriate engineering design solutions for the vacuum vessel, blanket, and
divertor components including the additional R&D together with the flexibility to
study advanced tokamak modes, have been identified as recommended in the
SWG task 1 report. In many, cases existing design solutions have been used
together with their associated R&D, resulting in significant cost reductions.
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(h) An assessment of the vacuum vessel design indicates that it is feasible but some
local refinements are needed to enhance the structural integrity. The impressive
R&D work during the EDA is appropriate for the new design but further R&D on
welding is required if no backplate is to be included. There are advantages and
disadvantages associated with the backplate removal. TAC thereby proposes that
the impact of removing the backplate should be re-evaluated.

(i) Previous comprehensive safety assessments have demonstrated the safety and
environmental attractiveness of HER. Initial evaluations of the RTO/RCITER
confirm this position and with some improvements compared to the FDR.

(6) TAC concludes that the options presented at this meeting can represent a sound basis
for the selection of design parameters.

(7) The TAC recommends the ITER Council to take an appropriate action immediately,
aimed at making possible the convergence towards a single option, so that the
effective work can be performed, focusing on a single design, which leads to the
fruitful Outline Design Activity.

(8) TAC emphasised that improvements in the present organisation are necessary in order
to resume the joint work between the JCT and Home Teams and to effectively
respond to the charge given by the ITER Council.

3. Overview on the physics issues

3.1 Physics performance in inductive operation
The JCT presented design options spanning a modest range in aspect ratio (R/a = 2.7

- 3.3). From the viewpoint of physics performance in inductive operation, there are no
significant differences among the design points presented within this range. At their
reference operating points, the designs have fusion power of approximately 500 MW
with 50 MW auxiliary heating power.

Reference Performance for O > 10
The designs presented achieve Q = 10 with an approximately 20% confinement

margin (i.e., they can just achieve Q = 10 with H-mode confinement multiplier HH = 0.8,
if other quantities, especially the density in relation to the Greenwald value and the power
transported to the plasma edge in relation to the H-L transition power threshold, are at
their limiting values).

The reference operating point has PN = 2.2, the same as in the FDR design and

within the imposed guideline |3N ̂  2.5.
The reduction in plasma size relative to the FDR design has resulted in a plasma

density that lies below the Greenwald value (specifically, n = 0.9 now at the reference
operating point).

The maintenance of auxiliary heating power during the plasma burn has resulted in a
transported power that exceeds the H-L transition power threshold by a larger margin
than in the FDR design. It is appropriate to have margin in this area, since the scaling of
the transition threshold power remains relatively uncertain.

The reference cases assume 6% thermalized helium, which would be consistent with
an effective helium confinement time satisfying THe*/tE ~ 6. The effective helium
confinement time depends mainly on the gas throughput in the divertor and scrape-off.
High gas throughput and high scrape-off density also reduce substantially the power flow
to the divertor target plates. Optionally, Argon seeding can also be used to reduce further
the power flow to the target plates. Radiated power losses, from both core and edge
plasma regions, including seeded Ar, are included explicitly in the plasma power balance
calculations.
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Effects of Strong Shaping
Utilisation of more strongly shaped plasmas than in the FDR design, requiring

significant changes in the magnets and their structures, has been highly beneficial in
enhancing plasma performance at reduced size. Stronger shaping has also contributed to
a higher Greenwald density value. The values of plasma elongation and triangularity at
the separatrix are in the ranges 1.81 - 1.89 and 0.43 - 0.49, respectively, significantly
higher than in the FDR design. These values are within the domain of the present
experimental H-mode database, but they lie toward the extremities of this database. Any
further increase in shaping must be shown to lead to substantial further overall benefit
and must be supported by an appropriate database.

Operating Window
For the designs presented, there are reasonable operating windows satisfying the

imposed guidelines, i. e., PN ̂  2.5, n < nGW. Ptransp 2 PH-L- These operating windows
will enable the various plasma limits to be explored and will allow optimisation of plasma
performance within a broad range of confinement multipliers HH (2 0.8).

Ignition Capability
The designs presented have the capability of reaching ignition (Q = =<=) within the

same constraints, i. e., PN < 2.5, n'< new, Ptransp - PH-L> a nd a t the same plasma
currents (corresponding to q95 > 3.0) provided an improvement in confinement can be
achieved relative to the empirical ELMy H-mode scaling. Typically, the improvement
required would correspond to HJJ - 1.2. However, the operating windows for ignition
are small, even if this higher confinement is attainable.

Alternatively, if the plasma current can be raised to a value corresponding to q95 =
2.6. a reasonable operating window at ignition exists, satisfying the same constraints and
with HH-values in the range 1.0 - 1.1. It must be verified that such higher plasma
currents are within the capability of the machine and its PF system and, in any case, they
will be available only for relatively short burn duration.

3.2 Steady-state operation

Two approaches have been identified to meet the plasma performance goal to aim at
steady-state operation with non-inductive current drive and Q > 5. The first makes use of
moderate bootstrap current fraction (f|,s~0.4) and a monotonic q-profile with an increase
in P N - 2 . 9 , which is near, but not beyond, the no-wall kink limit, pno-wall~4 \[. The

second approach seeks higher levels of fbs > 0.5, with PN - 3.5-4.0, exceeding fWwall
and requiring some combination of "advanced modes" of operation: reversed magnetic
shear, an internal transport barrier, and control of the resistive wall mode (RWM). In
both approaches, the plasma current is reduced (qgs > 4) requiring larger values of HH 2
1 to achieve Q-5.

Significant challenges exist in any of the approaches to steady-state operation. The
moderate bootstrap current approach avoids the RWM and requires H H ~ 1 which may be
achieved with H-mode, but large values of current drive efficiency, y*, times current

drive power, PCD. are required ( 7 * P C D ~ 3 0 ) . The combination of PCD ~ 100MW, while
maintaining active control of the neoclassical tearing modes with ECCD, exceeds the
power foreseen in the base RTO/RC-ITER configuration. The higher bootstrap current
approach requires lower levels of y* P C D ^ 10, and operation with qmin> 1 may reduce
the need for neoclassical tearing mode control, but further improvements of H H 2 1.2 are
required to reach Q - 5 . A plasma with an internal transport barrier and reverse shear
would likely be required, combined with some form of RWM control.

Both approaches are promising routes to achieve the aim of steady-state in RTO/RC-
ITER; however, success with the higher bootstrap fraction approach extrapolates more
naturally to attractive steady-state operation in a DEMO. Further analyses of the internal
and external low-n stability and bootstrap current alignment in fully self-consistent time-
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dependent profiles are needed for both approaches. The higher bootstrap fraction
approach requires additional input from present experiments on advanced modes of
operation. The design of in-vessel components of RTO/RC-ITER should anticipate the
sensor requirements emerging from present experiments for active control of the resistive
wall mode.

3.3 Beta limits

Neoclassical Tearing Modes
The ideal beta limit for the reference Q = 10 scenario is well above 2.2, but PN is

limited by the Neoclassical Tearing Mode (NTM) (e.g., m/n=3/2, 2/1) that is triggered
by a sawtooth or a Type-1 ELM. For the ITER parameter region (p*, v*), an NTM

threshold of (3>j - 2.2 is predicted from the present database. Thus the suppression of the
NTM should be considered to expand the margin. Theoretical investigations show that
the NTM can be mitigated or suppressed by local current drive (ECCD), and the
experiment in ASDEX-U supports this scenario. Further experiments on ECCD planned
in several machines (e.g., DIII-D, JT-60) are important to improve the database.
Gyrotrons at the required frequencies (110, 140 GHz) are under development. The real-
time control of the ECCD to suppress NTMs should be demonstrated in present machines
(e.g., with the use of steerable mirrors), where the necessity of multi-modes suppression
should be clarified. The limit on pN due to the NTM can be raised by suppressing the
sawteeth (DEH-D, JT-60, ASDEX-U), which suggests that current profile control to get
q(0) > 1.0 should be considered. The mitigation of Type-I ELMs should be also
considered to avoid the NTM.

Resistive Wall Mode
For the fully non-inductive current drive scenario with Q=5, (3N of 3-4 is required to

increase the fraction of the bootstrap current (>~50%). This required PN value exceeds
the beta limit for the n=l external kink mode with the wall at infinity. Thus the
suppression of the Resistive Wall Mode (RWM) should be considered. To avoid the
RWM, an open control of the external coil has been demonstrated in DIII-D, which
suggests a method to suppress the RWM in ITER by using the error field correction
coils. NBI input may aid the suppression of the RWM due to plasma rotation.

3.4 Density limits

Overall, the experimental basis for the RTO/RC-ITER density has considerably
improved compared with the FDR situation. Nevertheless,.high density operation with
densities close to the Greenwald density nGW is required for Q =10 operation of the
RTO/RC-ITER. These high densities need consideration in two respects, namely the
achievability in H-mode and the confinement quality. While, with gas-puffing, the upper
density of H-mode operation is limited to 0.8 - Q.9 of nGW in all divertor experiments,
operation with pellet refuelling has enhanced the H-mode density operation regime up to
1.5 n G W on ASDEX-U and DIH-D.

Concerning the H-mode confinement close to nG W , a significant degradation
compared with the ITER H-mode scaling is found on all major divertor tokamaks when
increasing the density towards nGW by gas-puffing. The onset density of this degradation
can be as low as 0.5 n G W and depends on the triangularity of the plasma shape, as
reported from JET, DEQ-D, JT-60 and most recently from ASDEX-U. However, JET
and ASDEX-U reported HH values still around 1.0 at ne = 0.8 n G W for average
separatrix triangularities above 0.3.

Another possibility to avoid confinement degradation at higher densities is high-field-
side pellet injection allowing higher line averaged densities at reduced edge densities and
therefore higher edge temperatures. This proved successful at relatively low heating
powers - but still a factor of two above the H-mode transition power - in ASDEX-U and
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DIII-D, but again a strong confinement degradation compared with empirical H-mode
scaling was observed at higher heating powers (ASDEX-U). Inside-launch pellet fuelling
was not yet tried at higher triangularities.

In summary, the achievement of good H-mode confinement at 0.9 nG W is a
reasonable expectation at the high triangularities foreseen, with the high-field-side pellet
injector allowing additional flexibility.

3.5 Effects of ELMs

Type-I ELMs, associated with the reference ELMy H-mode regime, become less
frequent but more severe with increased triangularity. This is beneficial for approaching
the Greenwald value with good confinement, but ELMs are expected to be a major factor
affecting the lifetime of the divertor target plates. Erosion will be unacceptably large if the
energy density released during an ELM exceeds an energy density threshold estimated to
be between 0.4 and 1.0 MJ/m2 . Extrapolation from present experiments, where this
problem does not arise, is uncertain due to lack of detailed information, notably on the
broadening and the movement of the scrape-off layer during ELMs.

The TAC, recognising the importance of the issue, supports a vigorous R&D
programme leading to its clarification.

Other regimes of good confinement without large ELMs have been observed in
several iarge devices, albeit in restricted parameter domains corresponding to high
plasma shaping (5 > 0.4) and moderate to high safety factors (q > 3.5). The TAC notes
that RTO/RC-ITER is likely to have access to this regime due to its improved shaping
capability and supports R&D providing additional experimental data.

3.6 PF configuration, plasma start-up and control

PF Configuration and Plasma Control
The RTO/RC-ITER design has been directed towards higher plasma elongation and

triangularity for the nominal, inductive operation; moreover steady state operation with
reversed shear is more emphasised.

To increase plasma shaping capability, the Central Solenoid (CS) has to become
segmented. An approximately up/down symmetric Poloidal Field (PF) coil system gives
the opportunity to significantly reduce the power required for plasma vertical
stabilization.

Two magnetic configurations of the RTO/RC-ITER have been studied: LAM with
Ksep = 1-89 and IAM with K$ep = 1-81. The LAM has the possibility to operate with
both Single Null (SN) and Double Null (DN) magnetic configurations. Operation in DN .
increases the separatrix triangularity from 0.49 (SN).to 0.67. The IAM, designed to
operate only in SN, has a separatrix triangularity of 0.47. Both LAM and IAM are similar
in terms of passive stabilisation performance.

In both IAM and LAM, to reduce the apparent power for stabilization, it is mandatory
to use a dedicated circuit for Vertical Stabilization (VS), connecting four PF coils to a
common power supply. If even higher elongations are required, the use of active internal
coils is to be considered.

Plasma Start-up
With uniform copper cladding (2-3 mm) on the inner surface of the vacuum vessel

tightly fitted to the plasma shape, the apparent power of the VS converter is less than 200
MVA. The additional flux loss during discharge start-up, associated with the copper
layer, is about 3 Wb. Distribution of the copper on the vacuum vessel requires further
optimisation: a compromise is necessary between the requirements to limit the stray fields
at breakdown, to limit the vacuum vessel stress due to induced currents during a TF fast
discharge, and the need to improve vertical stabilization. If necessary, in-vessel saddle
coils, if properly designed, could be considered as an alternative to copper cladding.



3.7 Heating systems

The studies for IAM and LAM retain the FDR option for 4 heating systems (ECRH,
ICRH, LHCD and NBI) fulfilling the multiple functions required for RTO/RC-ITER,
including core heating, on-axis and off-axis current drive, and MHD stabilization. The
cost estimate provides for 73 MW delivered by 2 NBI ports (instead of 3 in the FDR) and
2 RF ports. A reduction to 11 cm of the nominal gap between the separatrix and the first
wall improves significantly fast wave coupling. New off-axis CD capability with NBI is
being studied using possible adjustments of the neutral beam injection angle. Steering of
both the poloidal and toroidal angle of the ECRH beams is also under consideration to
improve MHD stabilisation prospects.

The TAC notes that the heating and CD systems have a substantially increased
importance compared to the FDR design. This fact, when combined with the changes in
confinement and slowing-down times, suggests a new assessment of the relative ion and
electron heating and current-drive efficiency for a given equilibrium and set of plasma
parameters. Plasma power balance calculations forlTER have generally assumed equal
power input to the electrons and the ions. However, calculations also indicate that, even
at ITER-like density, the Q-value increases somewhat when the auxiliary heating scheme
is changed from pure electron heating to pure ion heating. The TAC suggests evaluating
the importance of this effect on the 'operating window' using the power deposition of the
proposed systems in a self-consistent way.

In regard to steady state operation, there is a need to demonstrate by modelling the
self-consistent, time-dependent discharge scenarios that combine the different methods to
achieve steady state with significant alpha-particle heating and the needed mode control.

For realising the mission of RTO/RC-ITER, a total power of > 100 MW may be
required eventually to fulfil all of the objectives. The TAC asks that providing for such a
power level be considered and supports the proposed increase in the flexibility of the
svstems.

3.8 Hydrogen operation

In contrast to the FDR design, the availability of relatively large auxiliary power,
together with the reduced size of RTO/RC-ITER, would permit a productive physics
programme to be executed in hydrogen. In addition, this would allow further savings in
initial construction cost by deferment of the installation of some nuclear-related facilities.

The range of parameters which could be accessed in hydrogen depends on the total
initially installed auxiliary heating power. On the basis of existing scalings for the H-
mode threshold and energy confinement time (including isotope effects), 100 MW of
auxiliary power would allow investigation of the pN and density limits, testing of the H-
mode power threshold and confinement scalings, and exploring the divertor power
handling capability. This experimental programme would be carried out in inductive
plasmas at half the maximum toroidal field, plasma current and density. Such auxiliary
heating power would permit operation above the minimum density required for
satisfactory divertor operation.

Hydrogen operation would, in addition, allow many safety-related aspects of
operation to be verified, and there is also some prospect of investigating steady-state
operating scenarios.

Although present experiments do not operate regularly in hydrogen, the properties of
hydrogen plasmas are well characterised. Recent JET experiments have confirmed the
inverse isotope dependence of the H-mode threshold scaling and the weak isotope
dependence of the H-mode energy confinement, though the pedestal and core
confinement may scale differently.

The RTO/RC-ITER NBI system can be used in hydrogen with no loss in power,
while the ECRF and ICRF systems can operate using higher harmonic heating and in
current drive modes, allowing such concepts as neoclassical tearing mode stabilization to
be tested. To ensure that ripple losses remain within acceptable limits, further analysis is
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required of the toroidal field correction produced by the ferromagnetic inserts over the
range of magnetic fields foreseen for hydrogen operation.

The TAC encourages further exploration of the physics potential of such an initial
phase of operation of RTO/RC-ITER in hydrogen.

4. Overview on magnets, plant facilities, assembly and maintenance

The general concept of the HER magnet system (segmented central solenoid, wedged
TF coils and support structure) appears sound. However, further optimisation is
underway.

For the TF coils, the choice of the conductor material i.e., Nb3Sn versus NbTi or
grading, has not yet been decided. Cost considerations might suggest the use of NbTi for
the LAM TF coils. The analysis of the TF coil internal structure has not been finished.

For the CS, the pancake structure seems to be the right solution. However, the joint
design has to be developed and the choice of the size and cross-section of conductor is
still an open question.

The use of NbTi at 4.5 K is planned for the PF coils and may be considered for the TF
coils in graded winding pack design.

The new building configuration, related to the smaller size of the machine, is
acceptable and appears to be a cost effective solution. The reduction of the number of
machine sectors shortens and simplifies the assembly procedure, and the proposed remote
handling procedure is based on the equipment developed during the FDR related R&D.

Recommendations
In line with the work underway at JCT and Home Teams, TAC has made following

recommendations.
Before selecting the use of NbTi at 1.8 K for the TF coils of the LAM machine, careful

comparative assessment has to be done.
The NbTi conductor design for the PF coils requires careful consideration of

performance and stability limitations. Some R&D are also needed to validate the NbTi
"cable in conduit" conductor behaviour.

Full-size conductor tests of Nb3Sn at 4.5 K and up to 12 T have confirmed the
expected performance. Similar tests are recommended for NbTi conductor at 10 T if
requested by the design constraints.

The fast discharge time of the TF coils should be optimised in order to minimise the
machine size and cost. For the central solenoid, the detailed pancake and joint design has
to be carefully studied.

Also for the TF coils, more detailed analysis in view of the selection of the winding
pack structure viz., pancake versus radial plate, has to be carefully performed. The in-
plane and out-of-plane forces and stress have to be carefully evaluated.

5. Overview on Diagnostics, Heating and Current drive, vacuum vessel, blanket module,
divertor and high heat flux materials, safety and in-vessel components

5.1 Diagnostics
The same techniques and designs are applicable and transferable from the FDR to the

RTO/RC HER.
The substantial initial hydrogen phase leads to a difference in timing between the

diagnostics which focus on profile information e.g. current profile, which are needed to
satisfy the SWG task 1 objectives of aiming at demonstrating steady state operation, and
those associated with fusion power production. Most diagnostics are unaffected by the
port changes but some special solutions are needed for some of the diagnostics which
utilise the top ports in the FDR. By nature of the range of diagnostics required, there is no
change in the cost. As in the FDR there is a need in the ongoing experimental
programmes to address the difficulties in measuring some quantities such as the current
profile and alpha particle density.
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5.2 Heating and Current Drive
In accordance with the less demanding performance objectives recommended by the

SWG in its first task, the relative role of the heating and current drive systems has
increased when compared to alpha particle heating, both for extended burn and aiming at
demonstrating steady state operation. The progress on R&D for all the systems confirms
their suitability for application to the RTO/RC HER to fulfil the above objectives.

The systems are capable of being used for heating and with increased emphasis on
current drive to meet the requirements of steady state operation and for mode stabilisation.
There is a need for extended flexibility of the heating and current drive systems which can
only be met when several methods are combined, requiring sufficient access port
availability.

As well as the progress on gyrotron source and diamond window development
ECRH/ECCD has been used to demonstrate the reduction in amplitude of neoclassical
tearing modes and for off-axis current drive. Further detailed modelling studies of
neoclassical tearing mode stabilisation are needed to provide the appropriate method of
control.

For ICRH/ICCD. an all metal multi section antennae is proposed for higher power
densities than in the FDR, potentially producing some 20MW/port and with an on axis
current drive efficiency comparable to other methods. Following further detailed design
experimental validation of such a concept is required on existing experimental facilities.

The passive-active multi-junction grill concept for LHCD is planned to be tested in
the EU. There has been progress on producing 'quasi steady' off-axis LH current drive
on the two largest Tokamaks.

Both progress on source development and the operation of the large negative ion
beam source on JT-60 have enhanced the suitability of neutral beams for heating and
current drive on the RTO/RC ITER. Concerns regarding error fields have been eased.
Radiation induced conductivity for a gas insulated system has been removed by going to a
vacuum, insulated system. Substantial off-axis current drive capability may be possible
and further enhanced by using hydrogen beams but the flexibility for profile control needs
to be considered.

5.3 Vacuum Vessel
An assessment of the vacuum vessel design indicates that it is feasible but some local

refinements are needed to enhance the structural integrity. The impressive R&D work
during the EDA is appropriate for the new design but further R&D on welding is required
if no backplate is to be included. Ferritic inserts to reduce the TF ripple are essential and
their capability to reduce the ripple losses at half field during the hydrogen phase should
be assessed. The feasibility of copper cladding of the vacuum vessel together with
associated R&D and on manufacturing methods and its consistency with the magnetic
design associated with the TF discharge time, needs to be further studied. There are
advantages and disadvantages associated with the backplate removal, including
feasibility, cost, fabricability, structural integrity, reliability, welds, space and safety.
Additional work is necessary.

TAC proposes that the impact of removing the backplate should be re-evaluated.

5.4 Blanket Modules

Detailed design changes to the modules have been made to achieve cost reductions,
waste minimisation and reductions in the electromagnetic loads. There is a need to further
optimise the design which will be helped by working closely with industry in order to
reduce the cost. Good progress has been maintained in the R&D on prototypes and mock-
ups. We note that the inclusion of tritium breeding blanket modules should not be
precluded in the design as recommended in the SWG task 1.

5.5 Divertor and High Heat Flux Materials

In the RTO/RC ITER the cassette approach is retained. The basic design is based on
improved modelling and experimental validation of divertor physics issues. The heat
loads for the RTO/RC ITER are similar to the FDR. The flexibility to respond to
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developments remains and the possibility of a double null configuration with a cassette at
the top of the machine which can be removed through the top horizontal port, is now
possible should ongoing work on existing divertor devices warrant it. A pumping
performance similar to that for the FDR design can be achieved to further minimise the He
ash concentration. The impact of ELM's on the plasma facing components remains a
concern with ELM mitigation seemingly necessary unless broadening of the heat
deposition profile by ELM's is larger than estimated which could be resolved by further
work on existing devices or seeking alternative modes of operation.

Design improvements and manufacturing techniques to reduce the cost are being
pursued.

The key issues for the high heat flux components (Be, C, W) are the same as in the
FDR, namely:

- dust and flakes, with methods of measurement and removal
- tritium retention and detritiation techniques, particularily in the light of the results
from JET
- safety implications of the interaction of tungsten, beryllium and steam/air
- erosion

TAC emphasises, for the high heat flux components, the need to develop a modelling
capability and to make in-situ measurements on existing devices and develop appropriate
techniques to deal with these issues.

5.6 Safety
Previous comprehensive safety assessments have demonstrated the safety and

environmental attractiveness of ITER. Initial evaluations of the RTO/RC ITER confirm
this position and with some improvements compared to the FDR.

The administrative guidelines for worker doses have been modified in a more
conservative direction. The reduction in the number of cooling loops is expected to entail
some reduction of occupational exposure. The guidelines for radioactive releases to the
environment have also been modified, taking again account of the permissible doses to
the general public. Most significant is the increase of permissible releases of tungsten due
to better accounting of self shielding of this material. The waste streams of the"RTO/RC
ITER are reduced significantly compared with the FDR. The sensitivity of these
reductions to retained tritium and detritiation techniques needs to be checked. The
reduction in the decay heat and the removal of the backplate reduces the accidental first
wall temperature excursions so that no significant chemical reactions between steam and
beryllium dust can occur. However the removal of the backplate introduces the possibility
of cross contamination between the blanket and vacuum vessel coolants. The introduction
of a significant operation phase in hydrogen allows experience to be gained on the
assumptions made in the safety case prior to nuclear operations.

More comprehensive safety assessments will be conducted in future in parallel with
the design of the RTO/RC ITER and these would benefit from collaboration with
organisations having considerable experience in interacting with regulatory bodies.
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Dr. V. G. Kuchinski
Prof. V. P. Smimov
Prof. V. A. Shishkin
Dr. A. K. Shikov
Prof. G. Navratil
Dr. P. H. Rutherford
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1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.
10.
11.

Tentative Agenda
for the

ITER Council Meeting
to be held in Tokyo, 19-20 January 20000

Director's Status Report
MAC Report and Advice
SWG-P2 Report on Task #2 and Other Enabling Activities
ITER EDA Framework
Report on Design Options
TAC Report
CPs' Report
Possible Interparliamentary Meetings
Further Tasks for MAC, TAC and CPs
Next Meetings - Dates and Places
Approval of ROM

ROM 99-03-10
Attachment 10
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ROM 99-03-10
Attachment 11

MAC FURTHER TASKS

1. Review Work Program
- Proposals by the Director for Task Agreement for tasks costing more than 500 IU A,

if any;
- List of assigned Design and R&D tasks which are grouped under categories for under

500 IUA, over 500 IUA, and by year.

2. Review Joint Fund
- Consolidated Annual Accounts of thel 998 ITER Joint Fund ;
- Proposals by the Director for the 1999 Joint Fund Budget.

3. Review the Disposition of Commingled R&D Components
- MAC CPs' report on the ownership and value of Commingled R&D Components

and arrangements among the Parties, especially to preserve common rights on usage
of Commingled R&D Components.

4. Review proposals by the Director for ITER Meetings.
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ROM 99-03-10
Attachment 12

COMMUNIQUE OF THE ITER MEETING
Cadarache, 10-11 March 1999

Delegations from the ITER Parties met in Cadarache to share information on domestic developments
and to consider technical progress as reported by the Director and the results of a Special Working
Group (SWG) on the strategic rationale for ITER and to start planning for future actions.

The Director presented the results of studies of ITER designs which take into account reduced technical
objectives leading to reduced costs. The Technical Advisory Committee (TAC), under its new Chair,
Prof. M. Fujiwara, confirmed that this work produced a sound basis for the future selection of design
parameters as requested by the Parties.

The Delegations then endorsed the Director's proposal to use a Joint Central Team(JCT)/Home Team
Task Force to pursue convergence of views as required by the Parties, with the objective of making
available to the Parties by the end of 1999 a report for review by TAC and subsequent consideration
and action by ITER Council on:

1) key elements of a specific design consistent with the objectives set at the Extraordinary
ITER Council (EIC) in June 1998, following the guidelines arising from SWG Task #1,
and

2) a restricted number of design variants consistent with the same guidelines.

The Director will present a progress report to a Program Directors' (PDs') meeting in July 1999.

Delegations expressed their gratitude to the Director and the members of the JCT for the efforts made
to re-organize the Joint Central Team under difficult circumstances.

The Co-Chairs of the SWG presented their report on the strategic rationale for ITER. It was the
unanimous opinion of this SWG that the world fusion program is scientifically and technically ready to
take the important ITER step. The Delegations endorsed this view and expressed appreciation to the
SWG for their persistence in attaining a balanced assessment in this programmaticaUy complex matter.

The EU and JA Delegations presented their preliminary planning on sequences of events leading
toward future construction decisions. Recognising the value of this approach in focusing the
preparations for the decision process and establishing a realistic aid to decision planning, the Meeting
asked the Delegations' Contact Persons to integrate the various inputs into a tentative sequence of
events for future use.

Further, the Meeting reconstituted the SWG established under Protocol 2 of the ITER EDA Agreement
and defined a new task to develop proposals and all necessary supporting information for the complete
realisation of ITER including key elements of a draft agreement for construction and operation and
associated draft implementing arrangements.

A report shall be submitted by the end of 1999 for consideration by the HfcR Council at its first
meeting in 2000, with an interim report to the PDs' meeting in July. The Meeting appointed Prof. K.
Pinkau and Dr. H. Kishimoto as Co-Chairs of this SWG.

The Meeting took note of proposals from the US for its continued involvement in ITER activities,
principally in Physics Experts Groups and limited testing of the Central Solenoid Model Coil after July
1999; the Delegations accepted such proposed participation.
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RECORD OF THE PROGRAMME DIRECTORS' MEETING

ILL, Grenoble, July 28-29,1999

The Meeting participants are as listed in the PDM Attachment 1; Acad. Velikhov agreed
to chair the Meeting.

All participants paid their respects to the memory of Professor Fasella. The Chair agreed
to write a letter of condolence to Mrs Fasella on behalf of all Parties.

The Meeting adopted the Agenda (PDM Attachment 2).

1. The Meeting exchanged information on the present situation within the Parties.

Dr Finzi reported that, following approval of the fifth Framework Programme of
the EU with 788 M Euros allocated to Fusion, 1999-2002, the EFDA (European
Fusion Development Agreement) has been signed and will, inter alia, cover
continued ITER activities and, starting from 1/1/2000, further operation of the JET
facility.

Dr Yoshikawa reported that Mr Nakazawa, Deputy Director General for Atomic
Energy Bureau, STA, had taken over the position of Mr Imamura as JA IC
member, and that Mr Kisaka, Deputy Director-General for Nuclear Safety Bureau,
STA, had taken over the role of JA Safety Contact Person. He also reported that
extensive discussions in various sectors were in progress on ITER.

Academician Velikhov confirmed the RF government support of the ITER project
on three Parties" basis in accordance with Russian Federal ITER Programme.

Dr. Davies reported on the ongoing reviews of the US Fusion Programme. She
noted that at the recent Snowmass Summer Study one overarching view was the
common desire within the US community for a burning plasma experiment. While
the summaries from this study are not yet available, (they will be published soon
on the web), she noted that there was a strong view that, if ITER were to go
forward into construction, the US should attempt to rejoin.

2. The Meeting took note of the Director's remark that relocation of the JCT Staff
from the San Diego Joint Work Site has been completed.
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3. The Meeting took note of the Director's presentations on the study of options for
Reduced Technical Objectives/Reduced Costs and on the efforts made by the
Parties to help develop design variants. The Meeting commended all the Task
Force contributors for their hard work and approved the Director's approach
towards convergence on one specific design in order to present an outline design
report to the next ITER Council Meeting. The meeting recommended continuation
of the efforts towards more integration of the design work of JCT and Home
Teams through specific task forces.

3.1 The Meeting asked the Director to prepare revised ITER Site Requirements and
Basic Safety Approach so as to facilitate domestic review of ITER.

3.2 The Meeting requested the SWG, together with the Director, to consider, at its
meeting in St Petersburg, proposals for an appropriate name for the machine (i.e.
ITER-XXX) for approval at the next Council Meeting in January 2000.

4. The Meeting took note of the MAC R&A presented by MAC Chair, Dr. Yoshikawa,
and agreed that approval of MAC recommendations will be pursued, if needed, by
written procedure among the Delegations immediately after issues of the ITER
legal framework will be settled.

5. The Meeting noted with regret the decision of the US Party to withdraw from the
ITER Project, but noted that the remaining R&D was being completed.

5.1 The Meeting agreed that the existing test facilities will be kept by corresponding
Parties until a decision that there is no further need for each facility will be made
by the Parties, and that the Parties will not discard or dismantle their ITER test
articles before a decision is made on the best use of them in future.

5.2 The Meeting noted that joint development and test programmes initiated in the
ITER EDA frame might have to be pursued to completion beyond the duration of
the ITER EDA extension and noted the Director's expression of confidence that
Parties will find, through their best efforts, ways to complete these tasks.

6. The Meeting took note of the ongoing procedure of completion of the legal
aspects of ITER EDA continuation and expects that the legal issues will be settled
shortly.

7. The Meeting heard the SWG-P2 co-Chairs' interim oral report on progress of the
Group's work and looked forward to the issue of the final report, including views
on the Exploration tasks, early in December 1999.
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10.

The Chair proposed to take the initiative in facilitating, by the end of November
1999, the start of explorations to prepare for possible future negotiations towards
ITER construction.

It was agreed that the Director would continue to plan and organize Physics
Expert Group Meetings as required for the furthering of the project's aims. At the
same time, when appropriate, the Party hosting the Meeting will consult with the
Director and other interested persons to arrange the technical agenda for a pre-
meeting on the underlying scientific issues from which the following ITER specific
sessions arise. The local host will invite any interested non-ITER participants to
this scientific issues session.

The Meeting endorsed the Director's proposals for a revised charge to the Test
Blanket Working Group and noted the Director's intention to invite Dr Vetter to
chair the Group, as suggested by the EU Party.

11. The Meeting approved this Record.
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PDM 99-07-28
Attachment 1

LIST OF ATTENDEES

EU Dr. U. Finzi
Dr. R. Toschi
Dr. E. Canobbio
Prof. K. PinJcau

PD
Expert
Expert, CP
Expert, SWG-P2 Co-Chair

JA Dr. M. Yoshikawa
Mr. S. Nakazawa
Mr. M. Nakamura
Dr. H. Kishimoto
Dr. T. Tsunematsu
Dr. H. Takatsu

PD
Expert
Expert
Expert, SWG-P2 Co-Chair
Expert
Expert, CP

US Dr. A. Davies
Dr. M. Roberts

PD
Expert, CP

RF Acad. E. Velikhov PD
Dr. L. Golubchikov Expert, CP
Dr. V. Vlasenkov PC-w/ICC

ITER Dr. R. Aymar
Dr. Y. Shimomura
Mr. M. Drew

UER Director
Deputy to the Director
PC-w/D
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PDM 99-07-28
Attachment 2

PROGRAMME DIRECTORS' MEETING
Grenoble, July 28-29,1999

AGENDA

1 Remarks by each PD: situations within the Parties

2 Remarks by the Director

3 Director's Progress Report on RTO/RC options

4 MAC Report and Advice

5 Consequences of US Withdrawal (informed by Items 1 and 2)
- Disposition of commingled assets
- Rights of continued use of facilities built under Task Agreements
- Completion of US participation in major R&D tasks

6 ITER EDA Framework
- Legal
- Implementation

7 SWG-P2 Interim Report and follow-up

8 Tentative Sequence of Events (addressing actions leading to possible construction
decisions)

9 Test Blanket Working Group
- input to ITER EDA
- coordination of Parties' respective development plans

10 Physics collaboration :
ITER frame and complementary arrangements (e.g., IEA implementing agreements) to
allow continued interaction of all interested participants

11 Approval of Record of Meeting

On the occasion of the Meeting, additional topic for interested PDs: furthering international
collaboration in fusion energy science and development
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